Introduction to Community Arts in Dialog and Action 2006
Cultural Arts Coalition Participants Reflect on their Work
This reflective document was initiated and developed through a series of planning
dialogs over a nine month time period. The eight thematic areas represent issues
that have been addressed effectively through community art-making processes in
the Phoenix area in recent years. These topics represent quality-of-life issues for
the citizens of urban Arizona, and are presently being addressed in a fragmented
way by policymakers, educators, business people, community activists and artists.
Community Arts in Dialog and Action 2006 brings some of these voices to a
common space with common purpose – dialog, reflection and opportunity for
action.
Artists, educators, business people, community activists and policymakers have the
capacity to work together within communities to build awareness about shared
issues, acknowledging that the arts and art making are integral to community and
can serve as a public vehicle for social change. Community art making provides a
safe environment for the exchange of ideas, hopes and concerns, fostering
communication and new ways of working together, and providing a space to
develop fresh perspective on public policy and civic engagement.
Arizona is a microcosm of diverse cultures and environments. Artists of all
disciplines, whose roots go back generations, intermingle with new transplants in
the state’s quickly expanding urban areas. Artists study life and local habitats, and
by recording their experiences share them visually, musically, through
performances and in literary forms. These artful expressions may have an
enormous impact on our collective lives, exposing a community to the ideas, stories
and deeply felt emotions of “other,” breaking down barriers and stereotypes, and
working toward a more global vision.
The arts can be a means to communicate about themes that expand our
understanding of the world around us. Educators, artists and community activists
may take histories, stories and thematic lessons into the classroom, or alternative
spaces of learning, to create a critical dialog of inquiry for participants of all ages
and cultural backgrounds.
This resource guide is envisioned as an introduction to a varied group of Arizona
artists, educators, policy shapers and community practitioners whose work
promotes an expanded view of the arts in community settings. All of these essays
document information not only about an individual contributor’s work, but also
some of the thoughtful underlying processes and the resulting impact on
communities. Please feel free to contact any contributor to develop similar
programs in your city or neighborhoods. Or contact us through the Cultural Arts
Coalition web site: http://www.artscare.org/cac.intro.shtml.

Judy Butzine

Carmen DeNovais

Melanie Ohm
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Eight Thematic Areas
Overview
Community Arts in Dialog
and Action 2006

Cultural Arts Coalition Participants Reflect on their Work
Urban Landscape: The environment is a shared place, a site for the
communication of community values and ideas. How do we see the landscape of
Arizona’s past, present and future, and what role do the arts play in forming our
vision? These reflections will address the capacity of the arts to help communities
navigate urban issues.
Nan Ellin, ASU School of Public Affairs
Laura Stewart, ASU Art Museum
Anne Coe, Artist, Superstition Land Trust Director
Kimber Lanning, Urban Property Owner, Community Activist
Integrated Arts in Education: Dance, music, visual arts, and theatre can be
dynamic vehicles for learning other subjects, such as math, science, language arts,
and social studies. This is the work of integrated arts. Integrated arts experiences
can also help students critically engage issues of importance in their community
and world – and take action locally and globally.
Melanie Ohm, Performing Artist, Cultural Arts Coalition
Sandra Levy, Lesley University, Integrative Arts Specialist, Creative Arts
Therapist
David Birchfield, ASU Arts, Media & Engineering
Janet Broyles, South Mountain High School
Dianne Anderson-Nickel, Arthur M. Hamilton School
Susanna Yazzie, Arthur M. Hamilton School
Social Justice and Catalyzing Change: Community arts programs stimulate
creativity toward community growth, empowerment and transformation by
providing gathering spaces for thoughtful inquiry and artistic expression. Many
artists and educators are effectively acting upon issues of social justice and equity
in schools and other community settings. The arts can help create an environment
of respect for diversity, social justice, and change.
Chuck Banaszewski, Community Activist, Artist
Clottee Hammons, Community Artist
Cynthia Landrum, Glendale Public Library
Marcelino Quiñonez, Theatre Artist, Community Activist
Ayo Sharpe Mouzon, African Dance Artist
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Celebration and Ritual: Cultural traditions are often expressed through
meaningful celebrations and rituals. The continuance of these events serves to
teach the values, ideas and beliefs of a particular community to successive
generations. Many times it is the life cycles and holidays that form the framework
for these rituals that include blessings, songs, dance, foods and ritual objects.
Anna Keenan, Madison #1 Middle School
Christy Puetz, Beads of Courage, Inc.
Carmen DeNovais, The Cultural Coalition, Inc.
Global Arts and Diverse Cultures: The arts provide connectivity, a conduit for
sharing and uniting humanity. Most cultures in the world expresses ideas and
values in a unique way through a variety of mediums, such as weaving, painting,
song, dance, and story telling. Music, dance, and stories are passed from
generation to generation, parent to child, around the world. The arts are a universal
language.
Naomi Jackson, ASU Dance Department
Mary Stokrocki, ASU School of Art
Esther Vandecar, Taiko Artist
Debra Reynolds, StarShine Academy, Education Consultant
Healing and Wellness: Healing and wellness are paramount concerns in our
society, and the arts have a unique ability to expand ones sense of self and others,
elevate well being, build confidence and self-esteem, and give voice to otherwise
inexpressible needs. Art-making and immersion in an art can transform an
individual or a community.
Sharon Stetter, Community Arts Advocate
Barbara Kennedy, Author, Artist, Relationship Coach, Community Activist
Christy Puetz, The Bead Museum/ Beads of Courage
Jean Baruch, Beads of Courage Founder
Family, Intimacy and Neighborhoods: While the family unit is commonly
considered the core of humanity, a nurturing relationship can exist beyond
immediate family to include a larger community in bonds of caring and intimacy.
The adage, “I think, therefore I am,” makes way for a new perception of self and
others in these intimate communities – “I am, because we are.” Community artmaking nurtures a sense of belonging and intimate connection with others.
Bernadette Mills, West Valley Fine Arts Council
Eugene Grigsby, Coalition of Blacks & Others for the Arts (COBA)
Judy Butzine, Community Activist, Arts Practitioner
Susan Bendix, Herrera Elementary School
Kathryn Coe, University of Arizona, Author
Cycles of Life: Through ritual and ceremony, passages from one phase of living to
the next are honored and given significance. Since the beginning of human history,
thousands of cultures around the world see the stages of life bound together in a
continuous cycle: a circle of birth, growth, maturity, transition and rebirth. Artists
and art-making often guide these community ceremonies.
Mitch Menchaca, Arizona Commission on the Arts
Marco Albarran, La Calaca Cultural Center
Fatimah Halim, Rites of Passage
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Participant Narratives:
THE URBAN LANDSCAPE
 Nan Ellin, ASU Urban +
Metropolitan Studies Program,
Director

What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and cultural engagement?
I have been deeply involved with urban revitalization for about 7 years through
teaching courses and writing on the topic as well as consulting with both private
and public sectors. I also initiated and have been integrally involved with the book
Phoenix: 21st Century City. Appearing in October, this book showcases artists,
architects, and designers from the Phoenix metropolitan area. Describing the role
of this book in an introductory essay, I wrote: “Phoenix is coming of age. This
book celebrates the creative energies sparked by an opportune convergence of
people, place, time, and circumstance. It is a tribute to all who are forging
something of value from the raw materials afforded by this desert metropolis at the
dawn of the 21st century in song, dance, poetry, prose, performance, painting,
sculpture, digital art, design, and architecture. This work inspires, illuminates,
incites, and instructs. It brings depth, breadth, beauty, laughter, heart, and soul to
our landscape and our lives.
Within this historic convergence resides the potential for a collective work of art at
the urban scale. This is a city in formation. Unlike cities that are already formed,
there is an opportunity to create it so it will flourish, bestowing rich harvests for
years to come. Right here, right now.”
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
In the context of my work, I regard city building and community building as
collective works of art with the goal of enhancing the lives of all people. To achieve
this goal, a mechanism should be in place to assure effective community
involvement, including a built-in feedback loop that continually monitors success
and failure, adjusting the mechanism accordingly.
Nan Ellin is Director of the Urban + Metropolitan Studies Program and Associate
Professor in the School of Public Affairs at ASU. She holds an M.A., M.Phil., and
Ph.D. from Columbia University and a B.A. from Bryn Mawr College. She has
previously taught at the University of Cincinnati, the Southern California Institute of
Architecture (SCI-Arc), the University of Southern California, and New York
University. She was a Fulbright Scholar in France where she carried out research
for her dissertation on the European New Urbanism. She is the author of
Postmodern Urbanism (1996; revised edition, 1999) and Integral Urbanism (2006),
and is the editor of Architecture of Fear (1997). Her numerous articles and essays
have appeared in Lotus, History of European Ideas, Journal of Architectural
Education, Design Book Review, Thresholds, Intersight, Urban Studies Review, The
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Hedgehog Review, Shade, and the Encyclopedia of New York City, among others.
Ellin recently produced a book about Phoenix as a city emerging creatively, entitled
Phoenix: 21st-Century City with Edward Booth-Clibborn (forthcoming October 2006)
and is Associate Editor of the 3-volume Encyclopedia of Urban Studies (Sage,
2007). She also writes periodic urban design columns for the Arizona Republic and
consults on issues related to urban revitalization.
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Participant Narratives:
THE URBAN LANDSCAPE

 Laura Stewart, ASU Art Museum, Education Curator
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
My role in the community involves advocating for the arts and celebrating individual
and collective creativity. I strive to illuminate the importance of integrating the arts
into all facets of life, especially education, learning, and knowledge. Through works
of visual art in particular, I actively engage a broad audience in the exploration of
both historical and contemporary issues. I encourage and assist others to express
enthusiasm for art and arts education. In sum, I work with the community to
facilitate a deeper appreciation for humanity through the exploration of art and its
profound relationship in the creation of a more enlightened society.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate:
Arizona State University Art Museum
Phone and/or email: 480.965.2873; Laura.Stewart@asu.edu
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community arts and cultural engagement involves active participation, dialogical
exchange, and the shared discovery of knowledge, which in turn establishes a
collaborative force for positive social change. Further, community arts and cultural
engagement is about accessibility—all members have a voice. Community arts and
cultural engagement offers people of every age and all backgrounds a wealth of
constructive experiences. It strengthens people’s commitment to developing better
communication, problem-solving, and critical thinking skills. Community arts and
cultural engagement activates the community, bringing it toward a better
understanding of the world we all share.
Program Title: “Communities” - an ASU Art Museum Art InterAct Project
Abstract:
Drawing upon existing relationships and successful educational models such as the
Gary Hill: Language Willing project, the ASU Art Museum is conducting an Art
InterAct program that offers high school students interested in art and technology
access to visiting artists, curators, and film professionals.
The Art InterAct program will be informed by a focus group consisting of art and
technology instructors and Museum staff. Activities will include student visits to the
Museum’s New American City: Artists Look Forward exhibition, the opportunity for
students to meet and interact with artists and arts professionals in the classroom as
well as create their own video responses to their experiences. Students, parents,
and community members will be invited to attend a culminating awards night
featuring student video work. The winning video will be shown at the 11th Annual
Short Film and Video Festival in April, 2007. Participating students will be
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encouraged to consider what makes Phoenix unique and how the city’s past and
future inform the present.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
“Communities” utilizes the Nine Guiding Principles as follows: 1) the program relies
heavily on student input, creativity and participation, and the students come from
diverse Valley communities; 2) the program deals with themes that promote
dialogue about the community we all share as well as combines arts and technology
disciplines; 3) students will be asked to tell stories about their community to be
shared with that community; 4) students will experience how professional artists
respond to the community and then engage in the process themselves; 5)
participants and organizers will reflect upon their experiences and share those
reflections with others throughout the project; 6) the project provides opportunities
for collaboration, takes place in a social-cultural context, and culminates with a
shared opportunity for dialogue and understanding between participants and
members of the broader community; 7) the project will take place in conjunction
with classroom activities and pedagogical programs designed by the participating
educators; 8) existing relationships between participants and the community will be
strengthened and new relationships will be established; 9) participants will be
recognized and honored both individually and collectively during community
oriented, celebratory events.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
I have benefited greatly from the chance to open the field of visual arts education
to others. To help an “underperforming” or “troubled” child learn to communicate
through engagement with the arts is a remarkably rewarding and uplifting
experience, and one that I want to pass along to as many people as possible.
There is nothing more fulfilling than to play a role in helping your fellow community
members engage with learning and discovering the joy and wonder of art.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
Assessment tools utilized include written surveys, participant sketches or drafts,
final projects, observations, rubrics (see attached), interviews, emails, journals,
and written evaluations and commentaries.
Laura F. Stewart, Curator of Education at the Arizona State University Art
Museum, oversees the Museum’s educational programming, including such things
as the community docent-volunteers and guided tours, adult lectures, and youth
and family-oriented activities. Prior to moving to the Valley, Ms. Stewart was
Assistant Curator of Education at the Contemporary Arts Center in Cincinnati, Ohio.
She has an M.A. in art history and is actively pursuing a doctoral degree in art
history from ASU. Throughout her career, Ms. Stewart has remained involved in
various professional associations and has often served as a presenter at continuing
education seminars and conferences.
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Joe Willie Smith, artist exhibiting at ASU Art
Museum, discussing alternative arts media for
artistic expression with students from South
Mountain High School art program.

South Mountain High School visual arts student
creates a glittered artwork following a field trip
and art inquiry discussion at ASU Art Museum
through the education department.
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Participant Narratives:
THE URBAN LANDSCAPE

 Anne Coe, Artist, Superstition Land Trust Director
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am a practicing professional artist who is also deeply involved in my community. I
am the President and Founder of the Superstition Area Land Trust, board member
of the Trust for Public Lands, an instructor of Art at Central Arizona College and
faculty advisor the Artful Dodgers and a member of the areas Cultural Arts
Collation. Each of these responsibilities adds to my commitment to the natural and
aesthetic beauty this area. The Superstition Area Land Trust’s primary mission is
to assure the long-term conservation, preservation and management of natural
open spaces surrounding the Superstition Wilderness Area through education,
advocacy, land acquisition, federal and state lands protection and other
conservation actions. Through the land trust I organized and started the Art Tours
of the area artists. This occurs yearly on the first weekend in Nov. and is open to
the public. It is an asset to the artists and the community.
As an instructor of
Art I lead my student in community art projects as in the just completed mural at
the Superstition Mountain campus of the College. The Trust for Pupil land works for
land acquisition and protection in the state of Arizona. The Cultural Art Coalition
attempts to bring all area arts organizations together.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Superstition Area Land Trust (SALT)
501c3, Central Arizona College, Cultural Arts Collation, The Artful Dodgers, The
Trust for Public Lands
Phone and/or email: anne@annecoe.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
The community that I live in has traditionally been fractured by seasonal population
fluctuations, which often results in residents who have little or no sense of
community. Art is often a way to help give a feeling of cohesiveness and identify to
these disparate groups of people. I also work to keep the beauty of the upper
Sonoran desert and the Superstition Mountains in tact when there are numerous
forces that work for the opposite result. To me art, landscape and the built
environment define us and give us a sense of place in the world. I feel a strong
commitment to both.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People.
Programming is responsive to, even directed or initiated by, the participant
community. The Superstition Area Land Trust is concerned with the interests of
all the stakeholders in the community.
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 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. My various projects are usually issue
driven and I attempt to integrate the arts with issues of community identity.
Visit website: www.annecoe.com and www.azsalt.org
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. The Artful Dodgers mural projects
involve meeting with clients, fundraising, project development and project
research.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. I attempt to integrate art with issues of
conservation and preservation
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. I attempt to involve the community in
viewing the world in a new way.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. Programming encourages
learning in a social-cultural context, preferring cooperative over competitive
approaches to achieving goals.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. As important as process is most of my
projects are product oriented. We want to save precious land and create art that
helps define the community.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. Participants are recognized and honored both
individually and collectively through community celebrations.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
SALT has been very active on the upcoming ballot initiative that will set aside
several thousand acres of State Trust Lands throughout the state. Please vote yes
on Proposition 106 on your ballot. If it passes, we will know if we were successful.
The art projects I do, as in the murals and the Art Tour, are easily measured. For
the Art Tour, it comes down to how much money we generated for the artists and
the Land Trust. For the mural projects it is the pride in my students, the
appreciation of the community and the beauty of the mural.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
For the Mural Project we use daily critiques on site, outside evaluations and verbal
surveys. On the Art Tour for the Land Trust, our success is measured by the
number and quality of features in local media and how much money was raised as
compared with past years. Written and oral evaluations are submitted to the board
of directors. The land trust is successful when treasured lands are preserved.
Anne Coe is widely known for her sometimes fanciful, sometimes disturbing
interpretations of life on earth. She studied art independently in Europe and at the
University of Puerto Rico, and she received her Masters of Fine Arts degree at
Arizona State University. She has had feature articles in Southwest Art and Wildlife
Art News and Art Today. She also illustrated Here Is the Southwestern Desert for
Hyperion Publishing. She is featured in two recent books, Leading the West: 100
Contemporary Painters and Sculptors by James Haggerty, and Humor In Art by
Nicholas Roukes. Her paintings also appear in Acrylics Bold and New. Her work is
included in numerous public and private collections such as Whitney Museum of
Western Art, Smithsonian Institution, Eiteljorg Museum, Midwest Museum of
American Art, Museo de Bellas Arte, Guadalajara, Mexico and McDonald's
Corporation. She exhibits her painting in various galleries throughout the United
States, and Polly Larsen represents her in Scottsdale at the Larsen Gallery. Ms.
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Coe is involved in many community arts and conservation projects. She is cofounder and chairman emeritus of the Superstition Area Land Trust where she
started the tour of artist studios in the area as a fund raiser for the Trust. She is on
several boards and commissions such as The Trust for Public Lands, Cultural Arts
Coalition and advisor for The Artful Dodgers a Mural Project group of advanced
students. She has been appointed by two governors to serve on the State Land
Conservation Advisory Board.
Ms. Coe is a fourth generation Arizonan. She grew up on a ranch in the southern
part of the state. She has traveled extensively and has had may varied and
interesting occupations including but not limited to: bar tender in Germany, Puerto
Rico and Hawaii, Flight attendant, trail guide, cotton picker, television producer,
radio and television on air talent, and currently, Instructor of Art at Central Arizona

Anne Coe is a nationally and internationally recognized artist whose artwork conveys
stories that give honor to the interconnectedness of all life. Contact: the Larsen
Gallery (480-941-0900) 3 artworks acrylic and canvas, 40"H X 30"W:
"Sticks and Stones May Break My Bones"
"It Takes Two to Tango"
"Liar, Liar Pants on Fire"
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Participant Narratives:
THE URBAN LANDSCAPE

 Kimber Lanning, Urban Property Owner, Community Activist
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am an arts advocate who owns a retail music store as well as a performance
space called ModifiedArts that is home to live music, theater, film, and a visual arts
gallery. Over the past 19 years, I have worked to build an arts presence here in the
valley by providing a nurturing, creative environment in a hands-on facility.
Additionally, I have become an active voice in encouraging our civic leaders to
embrace the arts through building the same nurturing, creative environment on a
city wide scale. Arts thrive in communities of diversity, support, and tolerance and I
advocate for this atmosphere on many levels.

Organizational affiliation if appropriate:
Modified Arts, Stinkweeds, Arizona Chain Reaction, Maricopa Partnership for Arts
and Culture, Alliance For Audience
Phone and/or email: kimber@stinkweeds.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts and Cultural Engagement are experiences we all have on a daily
basis. They define our quality of life and separate us from other living beings. I
would include such diverse things as a gallery reception, a film expo, a cook-off,
and a Quinceañera as important parts of our community and of our cultural
engagement. It’s important to build programs- both in institutions as well as citiesthat embrace the value of arts and culture as a necessary part of any thriving and
diverse community.
Abstract:
Modified Arts was founded in 1999 with the hopes of providing a place for artists of
all kinds to share their work in a nurturing and supportive environment. We have
grown into a prominently recognized venue for live music as well as a respected
gallery. We pride ourselves on showing quality art and presenting the best in
performance of all kinds of music, theatre, dance, film and performing art. Located
in downtown Phoenix, we occupy a small brick building on Roosevelt Street, in the
heart of the Phoenix Arts district.
In late 1998, I convened a large group of artists to discuss the possibility of
opening a venue for us all to share. I offered myself as a leader in the project,
while insisting that it would have to be community driven if it was going to survive.
Seven years later, it is still volunteer run, with events 6 nights a week. Our
audience initially consisted of mainly artists themselves showing mutual support,
but today includes the entire community. In fact, beyond our wildest dreams, there
are now 9 other arts related spaces along a 4 block stretch of Roosevelt Street
where before there was only abandoned buildings and blight.
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Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
Many of these concepts are applied on a daily basis at Modified. In fact the very
essence of Modified was built somewhat subconsciously on these very principles.
For example, the interactive elements can be seen when the community
participates both by sharing with artists and musicians as well as going back to
their own studio space and working up a project themselves and coming back to
share. We are incredibly inclusive, with events of all kinds happening 6 nights a
week for audiences of all ages and backgrounds. The work being shown is generally
holistic and authentic in that we only allow original works to be shown or heard,
and encourage artistic growth through tolerance and critique. Work tends to be
social, collaborative and evaluative in a community-based setting in which
performers are empowered within the space through contribution and camaraderie.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
All I have to do is step outside after a wonderful event and walk down Roosevelt.
Kimber Lanning is an entrepreneur, arts advocate and community activist who
works to cultivate strong, vibrant communities and inspire a higher quality of life in
the greater Phoenix area. Lanning’s entrepreneurial career began in 1987, when
she launched Stinkweeds, a unique retail space for music, along with a community
gathering place for hosting live musical performances and meetings. In 1999, she
opened Modified Arts in downtown Phoenix. The multi-functional art space is a
respected art gallery, theater and concert venue that over the past seven years has
emerged at the epicenter of the rapidly developing downtown art scene. Lanning is
actively involved in fostering cultural diversity and economic self-reliance. In 2003,
she founded Arizona Chain Reaction, a grassroots, non-profit organization dedicated
to raising public awareness of the economic and cultural benefits provided by locally
owned businesses.
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Modified is an arts space on Roosevelt
and Third Avenues that gives voice to
visual and performing artists
in the greater Phoenix area.

Kimber Lanning, owner of Modified Arts,
opens her doors to not only adult artists in
the community, but provides a space for
youth to exhibit their work. Here she
juries an exhibition called “Out of the
Box,” by South Mt. H.S. students.
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Participant Narratives:
INTEGRATED ARTS IN EDUCATION
 Melanie Ohm, Performing Artist
and Community Arts Activist
 Sandra Levy, Lesley University,
Integrative Arts Specialist,
Licensed Creative Arts Therapist
Introduction to Arts Integration: What is it?
Dance, music, visual arts, poetry, storytelling and drama can be dynamic vehicles
for exploring other subjects, such as math, science, language arts and social
studies. Arts integration is commonly thought of in the context of K12 teaching and
learning. The arts modalities, however, are also powerful in addressing social and
political concerns. Integrated arts experiences can enable people and communities
to critically engage issues and opportunities, in dialogue and action.
In Renaissance in the Classroom: Arts Integration and Meaningful Learning arts
integration is spoken of as:
 a powerful vehicle to cross the boundaries of core subjects and arts concepts,
affective and cognitive modes of expression, form and content, process and
products, the self and the world;
 curriculum that is developed with artists and arts educators at the tables as peers
with teachers in content fields;
 a search for the rightness of fit between domains of knowledge across the
boundaries of disciplines;
 arts learning that is deeply immersed in other content areas;
 a strategy to move the arts off the sidelines of education;
 a way of thinking about learning and teaching; and
 a way to teach beyond the standards. (Burnaford, Aprill, and Weiss, 2001)
The above list points to the idea that arts integration is still being defined.
Educators and artists are conceptualizing its processes in a variety of ways. Dick
Deasy, director of the Arts Education Partnership, suggests that “Arts integration
refers to the effort to build a set of relationships between learning in the arts and
learning in the others skills and subjects of the curriculum. The effort appeals to
many educators and arts educators, but often for quite different reasons.” To
gather a sense of how arts integration is being used and defined in the field, the
Arts Education Partnership studied thirteen partnerships that integrated the arts
across the school curriculum. The report, “Creating Quality Integrated and
Interdisciplinary Arts Programs” (2003), is available at www.aep-arts.org.
How do educators, artists and activists experience arts integration in their
work?
The Lesley University Creative Arts in Learning Division in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, points to core themes in education that are addressed by the arts:
 Multiple Intelligences – the arts address multiple learning styles & recognize
multiple intelligences.
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 Multicultural education – the arts reach across cultures and languages to reach
every student.
 Critical pedagogy – the arts help teachers create classrooms that reach every
student by presenting multiple perspectives, by engaging parents and
communities in learning, and by helping teachers critique schools as institutions
and as part of education reform.
 Literacy – the arts promote analytical and critical thinking skills and strengthen
written and other forms of expression of knowledge.
 Teacher inquiry and reflection – the arts provide multiple opportunities for
teachers to engage in learning, thinking and reflection about their world and
classroom.
 Assessment – the arts provide ways for different kinds of assessment that can be
used to both motivate and assess learning. (“Integrated Teaching through the
Arts,” 2006)
Community artists and activists have a role inside and outside of the classroom,
partnering with educators to engage learning in many modalities and making
connections with the subject matter and issues important to a particular school,
organization or community. As they collaborate, educators, artists and community
activists experience tension and learn from each other, bringing their professional
content and tools to each interaction to be represented in a new context. Arts
integration as a partnership of professions, as well as one of subject matter, can
mean an integration of process and content at multiple levels, with the potential for
a dynamic, enhanced environment for all learners.
Why is learning in and through the arts important?
The National Endowment for the Arts responds, “Because the arts help us all better
understand and interpret the world around us. Because the arts improve our ability
to think critically and act creatively. And finally, because the arts offer us the
opportunity to communicate our most profound thoughts and deepest feelings. Arts
learning ensures that this creative spirit lives on, instilling a love and understanding
of the arts to each new generation—maintaining the continuum from early humans
drawing images on cave walls to today’s youth drawing images on computer
screens.” (Learning Through the Arts, 2002, 16)
Champions of Change: the Impact of the Arts on Learning found, “When well
taught, the arts provide young people with authentic learning experiences that
engage their minds, hearts, and bodies. The learning experiences are real and
meaningful for them. While learning in other disciplines may often focus on
development of a singled skill or talent, the arts regularly engage multiple skills and
abilities. Engagement in the arts--whether the visual arts, dance, music, theatre or
other disciplines--nurtures the development of cognitive, social, and personal
competencies. Although the Champions of Change researchers conducted their
investigations and presented their findings independently, a remarkable consensus
exists among their findings:
 The arts reach students who are not otherwise being reached.
 The arts reach students in ways that they are not otherwise being reached.
 The arts connect students to themselves and each other.
 The arts transform the environment for learning.
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 The arts provide learning opportunities for the adults in the lives of young
people.
 The arts provide new challenges for those students already considered
successful.
 The arts connect learning experiences to the world of real work.” (Arts
Education Partnership, 1999, 11-13)
How are the arts being integrated in the greater Phoenix area?
The following narratives from area educators and artists reflect on arts integrative
programs in three educational settings: K8, high school and a university-public
school partnership. These undertakings point to the gaining momentum for arts
integration in our schools at all levels of education. Perhaps more importantly, arts
commissions, foundations, state agencies, school districts, higher education
institutions, and broad partnerships thereof, have supported pilot programs and
convened dialogues about the unfolding place of arts integration in education
policy, curriculum, degree programs, funding, extended day learning, and
infrastructure at multiple levels.
Melanie Ohm, community activist and performing artist, is presently working to
complete her doctorate at Arizona State University. As a singer, Melanie Ohm
specializes in North American and Brazilian Art Song repertoires, performing
throughout the U.S. and Canada, and in Brazil. Last summer Ohm premiered
Brazilian repertoire in Italy and performed with Brazilian pianist Rúbia Santos, her
partner in Duo Braziliana, as part of the Brazilian Literature Institute hosted by
ASU. Melanie Ohm is active in the community, consulting, volunteering, serving on
boards and working with community interest groups. Her focus is community
building, using the arts as a vehicle for addressing social concerns and
opportunities. Previously, Ohm was employed by Arizona State University for more
than nine years, developing community-based programs and partnerships in the
arts; supporting faculty, staff and student engagement in community arts and
cultural development; and representing the university locally and nationally.
Sandra Levy is an Integrated Arts Specialist and Creative Arts Therapist with over
25 years experience working with educators, artists and people of all ages in
schools and therapeutic settings. As a faculty member at Lesley University in
Cambridge Massachusetts Sandra has been involved in curriculum development,
faculty training, academic advisement, program development and community
partnerships. She has also organized several conferences on both the arts and
language and literacy.
In addition to teaching graduate students across the country, Sandra is currently
working on her research with teaching artists’ crossing the borders between studio
and classroom, as part of her doctoral work at Arizona State University.
She has also been involved in Integrated Arts after school programs in collaboration
with Arizona State University Community Partnership Office and the Phoenix Office
of Arts and Culture. As a workshop facilitator training artists and educators in
integrated arts methods Sandra has continued her commitment for access to the
arts for children and adults.
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Participant Narratives:
INTEGRATED ARTS IN EDUCATION

 David Birchfield, ASU Arts, Media & Engineering
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
As an artist, professor, and co-director of the AMEEd project, I have been working
in arts and education for the past 3 years in the greater Phoenix area.
Phone/Email: (480) 965-3155; dbirchfield@asu.edu
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
These terms move our domain beyond limited contexts where the arts are situated
in spaces such as the museum, the theater, or the performance hall. Community
Arts and Cultural Engagement can be focused on bringing the arts into everyday
contexts that enrich our communities through holistic education and active,
participatory modes of engagement.
Program Title: AMEEd: An Arts, Media and Engineering K-12 Education Initiative
Abstract:
For K-12 education to keep pace with the rapid technological advances in other
sectors of our society, we must develop new approaches to education that harness
emerging technologies, enable collaborative learning, bridge the physical/digital
realms, and prepare all students for the dynamic world they are entering. We must
devise innovative strategies that engage the creativity and innate curiosity of our
students, and we must design educational activities that engage minority and
underserved students and those with diverse learning styles.
AMEEd is an integrated Arts, Media and Engineering initiative for K-12 education.
The project is comprised of an interdisciplinary team of researchers, educators and
policy makers drawn from theatre, art, music, dance, education, psychology,
computer science and engineering. The initiative creates student-centered learning
environments that can analyze and adapt to the needs of individual learners.
Students use an interactive physical-digital media environment, called SMALLab,
developed by our research group. SMALLab is a portable, freestanding media
environment that can be installed in classrooms or community centers. SMALLab
engages the naturally expressive sound and movement gestures of learners and
facilitates free-play, structured movement, and vocalization in support of learning.
Integrated curricula that draw from both the arts and sciences structure the
learning experience.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
Our educational programs are student centered as they allow individuals and
groups of learners to both demonstrate their knowledge and construct new meaning
through multimodal explorations. As learners grow and progress, our learning
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scenarios adapt to their changing needs and capabilities. These nine principles
outline a holistic and integrated approach to arts and education that highly values
the participants and considers the broader context of their experiences. This notion
is central to our approach to education and forms the basis of successful learning.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
Students and teachers are the heart of our work. We measure our success by the
depth of enjoyment participants find through exploration and discovery in our
learning scenarios. Observing students and teachers in a state of ‘flow’ as they
collaborate in knowledge construction is a great satisfaction.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
We utilize a variety of assessment tools that provide a holistic view of student
progress, teacher effectiveness, the strengths of our technologies, and the success
of these methodologies. These include: pre- and post-session student surveys;
empirical observation; annotated video documentation of learning sessions; Arts
and Science Standards review; and computational models of learning that are
integrated within SMALLab.
David Birchfield is a media artist and educator. He has created works that span
from interactive music performance to generative software to robotic installations.
He takes a multi-discipline approach to realize new modes of creation that utilize
physical/digital media and are framed by environmental and social issues. His work
draws from the domains of music composition, acoustic ecology, performance art,
complexity research, and social-network modeling to directly explore and articulate
the structure of systems impacting our lives today.
He holds MA and DMA degrees in Music from Columbia University and is currently
an Assistant Professor in the Arts, Media and Engineering program at Arizona State
University.
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Participant Narratives:
INTEGRATED ARTS IN EDUCATION

 Janet Broyles, South Mountain High School
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I have been a Visual Arts teacher at South Mountain High School for 14 years and
have taught a variety of art classes. I have taught within the South Mountain High
Evening School Program as well as our regular day school program. Recently I have
taught in the Magnet Visual Arts program and have served as SMHS Gallery
Director and current Department Chair. The SMHS Magnet program began in 1986
as a part of the Federal Desegregation Plan. Inner city schools (with large ethnic
student populations) were funded by the federal government to create outstanding
schools to “draw” other student populations (primarily Caucasian). Students were
free to choose their school environments; schools became integrated without
enforced bussing. As a part of this “magnet” concept, South Mountain developed
Visual Arts, Performing Arts (Music, Theater, and Dance), Aerospace, and Law
Magnets. Federal funding has allowed us to create outstanding classroom spaces
and to staff our programs with outstanding teachers/professional artists.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: South Mountain High School, one of
the 11 Phoenix Union High School District schools (non-profit organization).
Email: broyles@phxhs.k12.az.us.
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
In the past, art has been mostly been about creating. Now teachers must look at
how teaching of artistic processes can be based on concepts affecting our students,
communities, culture, history, and current events. Because education IS a
business, it is important that we first listen to our customers --- our students,
parents, and communities. When we find ways of working in the classroom or
studio, we should share those successes within our communities. Then we can
celebrate our similarities and differences as people.
Program Title: “Art Tells A Story”
Abstract:
For the past two years (2004-2006) SMHS received funding through the Arizona
Department of Education to fund an integrated arts program that addressed two
immediate goals: to improve standardized student test scores and to enrich
teaching in the classroom through collaboration. Together SMHS teachers wrote
“Art Tells A Story”, a theme that incorporated writing, history, communications, and
dance. Visual arts disciplines included Drawing/Painting, Photography, Computer
Art, Ceramic, Sculpture, and Jewelry and Fiber Arts.
Stories were told by students, teachers, family members, and local artists, using
written, verbal, visual, kinetic, and other communication processes. Outcomes
were writings, books/journals, visuals, videotapes, audiotapes, mixed-media
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installations, and dance. Students read, wrote, improved their critical thinking, and
presented their work to the public. They studied the work and lives of well-known
master artists and local contemporary artists.
Local artists-in-residence mentored students in classrooms. These artists included:
Kevin Berry, Ron Bimrose, Will Bruder, Danielle Godfrey, Fatimah Halim, Linda
Ingraham, Gail Jamieson, Annie Lopez, Martin Moreno, Gabriela Munoz, Teresa
Maria Munoz, Andrew Myers, Carol Panaro-Smith, Christie Puetz, Nathan Redwood,
Dane Reiley, Randy Schmidt, Joe Willie Smith, Leandro Soto, Marilyn Szabo, Willow
Paule, and Steven Yazzie. These artists also participated in a culminating
collaborative exhibit at the Burton–Barr Library in December 2005.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. Our
primary focus at South Mountain is 9th-12th grade high school students. We also
include parents, family, and community (both school and local) in our lesson
planning.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. Since its inception as a Magnet School,
the SMHS Visual Arts program has always created artwork based on a conceptual
theme and exhibited the work locally. Past concepts/cultures that have been
explored are: Picasso, Kandinsky, Sub-Saharan Africa, Egypt, “Zen and Now”
(Asian)”, “It’s Only Rock and Roll (the 60’s)”, “Dia De Los Muertos”,
“Intolerance”, “Colors” (portraiture), “Out of the Box” (critical/conceptual
thinking), “Bridges” (Kuba/ Dr. Eugene Grigsby), “And the Bead Goes On”
(Huichol), and “Hair Stories”. This year we will be working on “Renaissance”; the
artwork will be exhibited at the Phoenix Art Museum in March 2007.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. With the above experiences of
collaboration/exhibition, “Art Tells A Story” was the next step in building an arts
integration program. Artists who were experts in storytelling, writing, literature,
dance, theatre, music, and visual arts visited our school. They brought their
talents and proficiencies to our department, our integrated staff, and to our
entire school community. Stories were discussed, created, and celebrated.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. SMHS students - visual arts, English, ESL,
history, dance, and communications – read, created, and wrote about their
artwork. Collaborating teachers worked together on Saturdays to plan lessons
and techniques to bring to students.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. Fortunately funding for teacher training
was built into our grant so we had collaborative workdays during the 2 years.
We held artist-in-residence Saturday workshops. We had open houses for all
faculty, students, and administration during school in which artists-in-residence
exhibited their work along with that of SMHS students. We learned of successes
or problems during these collaborative times.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. It was challenging to bring
art processes/training to teachers of other disciplines on campus. While willing,
many had not had experience in art and felt incapable of bringing it to their
students. It was critical that the theme/concept, especially for other content
areas, be relevant to their subject area, extending the learning process in
different ways. It was necessary (and sometimes problematic) to share space,
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talent, supplies, and money. One positive result of this process is that entire
SMHS departments know, use, and recognize strength of the arts within their
classrooms.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. Using conceptual themes provide
structure for art lesson planning that is cross-cultural, cross-generational, crosseverything. These themes allow all students to participate at differing levels. In
creating art as a group, students feed off each other, stretching their abilities
and thinking skills.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. SMHS art teachers, also long-time working
artists locally, have connections with artists, gallery owners, collectors, and
advocates. We make ourselves available to the community as a ”laboratory”
resource to the public. When we produce outstanding programs and artwork, we
contact these people for display space, etc. Each year SMHS art teachers find
out what is going on in the community and then create art programs for their
classrooms.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. SMHS students have a history of participating in
many local annual exhibits. Students also exhibit their work on campus. We
also have a gallery space within our department.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
I enjoy working with and have a deep respect for high school students. I enjoy
working with the professional creative art staff at SMHS. I enjoy working with
community professionals in the arts. I know the arts are important in unifying
visions of our world and ourselves. I enjoy planning meaningful art programs for
students.
I know I have been successful when students come into the classroom daily with
excitement. I also feel successful when our staff enjoys the art programming. I
am motivated to work harder when parents, staff, and others in the community
celebrate our work.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
For assessment, we use verbal and written surveys, pre/post tests, portfolios,
observations, rubrics, interviews, journals, outside evaluators, written evaluations,
performance assessments; self-assessments, and evaluation forms.
Janet Broyles was born and educated in Indiana. She has a B.F.A. and M.A.E.
from Indiana University. She began teaching at Broad Ripple High School, an
Indianapolis Magnet school for the Humanities and Performing/Visual Arts. After
moving to Arizona, South Mountain High School became her new teaching “home”.
She has worked at SMHS for 14 years and has taught most art disciplines.
Recently she has taught Jewelry and Fiber Arts as well as Computer Art/Digital
Photography. She loves art and the people she works with each day. She hopes to
remain at South Mountain until her retirement.
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During 2004 – 2006, South Mountain
High School received major funding to
support an integrated arts program
that addressed two immediate
educational goals: to improve scores on
standardized tests and to enrich instruction
in the classroom. This funding was provided
by the Arizona Department of Education
Comprehensive School Reform program.

Visual arts students in Janet Broyles’ class
learn how to tell reflective stories about
themselves through artistic expression.
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Participant Narratives:
INTEGRATED ARTS IN EDUCATION

 Dianne Anderson-Nickel DMA, Music, Hamilton School
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am the music teacher and president of the teacher association at Arthur M.
Hamilton School in the Murphy School District This begins my 11th year of teaching
in MSD and developing and implementing community arts programs.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate:
Arthur M. Hamilton School in Murphy School District #3
Phone and/or email: 602.353.5330 x2344/danderson-nickel@msdaz.org
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community arts: Artistic forms including, but not limited to music, visual arts,
dance, literature/writing, and theatre found in the community or made collectively
by community members
Cultural engagement: Community interactions involving active participation in key
aspects of a particular experience, which may include arts, religious / spiritual,
economic, environmental or other concerns as they relate to understanding another
peoples’ way of life.
Program Title: What’s in A Name?
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: it is always Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and
People. When intercurricular arts education projects are planned, as well as
including multiple art mediums, the projects also implement activities for the
entire school community including board members, district office, parents,
students, grade level teachers as the direct instruction to students.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. My work is: 1) intercurricular involving
both the art education AND other “core” curriculum , 2) based on Arizona State
standards for arts education and other “core” curriculum and 3) results in an
informal “informance” or a formal “performance”. There is always a time for
parents and the audience to join us in our art experiences, thereby teaching
adults how the arts enrich our understanding.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. Along arts and academic objectives which
are based on state standards, assessment also includes students’ active
reflection and dialogue on fundamental issues of moral character traits and open
honest dialogue.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. Using journals, small group discussion,
visual art and other venues for reflecting and expressing understanding or
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questions, students are encouraged to write their impressions and expressions
regarding arts education projects.
Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. Students are given multiple
opportunities to work in large and small groups as well as receive individualized
assistance and instruction. Students are given opportunities for making choices
about their artistic presentations and expressions..
Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. Every aspect of the Yoruba Project
was carefully aligned to age appropriate guidelines. The learning environment
was rich with the written word, visual images and artifacts, movement (Yoruban
dances), and music-making African drumming circle using mostly authentic
African instruments. Students and parents were empowered to create
connections between content areas and transfer understanding to their own and
other culture. Learning experiences involve investigative processes, selfmonitoring and problem-solving skills that engage higher-order thinking.
Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. My hope and goal is that through process
and product, healthy relationships will flourish among the participants including
the students and instructor or facilitator. It is this objective that help me as a
teacher to know that students have fully realized the concept of community in
practice, not merely as a definition.
Practice Nine: Celebrative. As stated earlier, the completion of the Yoruba Project
brought the students, their families, faculty and artists together. Completed
artworks were taken home and used as remembrances and for gifts.

What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
Witnessing the aha! moment on a student’s face, seeing all the components of a
project or study unit come together in a final performance or recognition of healthy
community relationships which in turn can be viewed by the school community.
Having parents and other family to beam with pride as their child(ren) perform well,
knowing that students have experienced history, science, social issues in an artistic
pathway that enlightens them and causes them to think differently or to practice
tolerance (if not understanding) brings me great joy. Additionally, hearing the
encouraging words of an administrator or colleagues are all ways that define or
characterize satisfaction for me as teacher-artist.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
My evaluation and assessment tools and philosophy have evolved over my teaching
career. Currently, rubrics are an integral part of assessment and evaluation.
Students can know at a glance the areas of strength and areas which need
strengthening. Assessment centers on process and product. Videotapes, written
reflections are also helpful in understanding the amount of progress that has
occurred for a students and their understanding of the study unit.
J. Dianne Anderson-Nickel has a DMA in General Music from Arizona State
University. She is completing a second masters (M.Ed.) in educational leadership
and supervision. She is currently the music teacher at Arthur M. Hamilton School in
the Murphy School District in Phoenix. Her roots are in the South where she was
educated and taught for thirteen years before coming to Phoenix 16 years ago.
Dianne has published several articles on issues in music education and also reviews
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books for the Music Educators Journal. She has written a number of grants and
collaborated on numerous community arts programs at her school and the school
district. She happily lives with her husband Ed and their three dogs.

“Dr. Music” at Hamilton School, during a drumming lesson.

Dr. Anderson-Nickel combines the visual and the musical arts in a multicultural
lesson unit in her classroom with the assistance of Christy Puetz and Judy Butzine
from The Bead Museum.
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Participant Narratives:
INTEGRATED ARTS IN EDUCATION

 Susanna Yazzie, Visual Arts, Hamilton School
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I teach the Visual Arts at Arthur M. Hamilton Elementary School in South Phoenix.
This is my fourth year teaching in this school district.
Phone and/or email: 602-353-5330
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts and Cultural Engagement is what I do at Hamilton on a daily basis.
I ask the children to think about themselves, their lives, their past, and what they
want for their future. I show them ways to integrate all these issues into artworks.
We cannot separate ourselves from who we really are or from our culture. It
informs everything we do.
Program Title: Quilting Our Lives
Abstract:
The idea for the “Quilting Our Lives” project at Hamilton School started three years
ago in North Carolina. I participated in a NEH-supported workshop, studying African
American artisans from the antebellum period. Freedom quilts were discussed as a
possible way for runaway slaves to find their way north. Some research was done
at the North Carolina Museum of History, a small quilt was purchased, and many
books were brought back to Arizona for more research.
Quilting fever spread among the Hamilton teaching staff like wildfire. Lunchtime
became our time to strategize, to figure out what to do with all the great ideas we
had. Where would we get enough money to buy sewing machines and fabric? How
could we bridge the curriculum, integrating math, spelling, reading, history, art,
and music? Would the children want to quilt? What about the boys? After a month
of questioning, a group of four teachers (myself included) wrote a grant in hopes of
using it as seed money for the project. Several months later we had the grant.
Now we had to put our ideas into action.
It was a given that all our children, kindergarten through eighth grade, would work
on a quilt. Teachers were given books to read in class. Math worksheets were
given out. The history of American slavery was covered in the homerooms and art
room. Everywhere they went kids were surrounded by the quilting project.
We wanted to create the sense of community that comes from working on a
common goal. I turned my art room into a quilting studio, a place kids could work
before school, during class, and after school. Teachers involved took turns before
and after school. Some of the older boys became the sewing machine mechanics,
fixing and fine-tuning the machines each day. Parents would drop in to check the
progress on a child’s quilt. Many quilts were given as gifts for babies.
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Last year, as I was visiting the housing project nearby, I saw two of the quilts
drying in the sun. The students have been asking when we can quilt. I have
started collecting fabric again.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
“Quilting Our Lives” is participant centered and inclusive of all ages in the school
setting. Parents, teachers, administration, and many other family members were
involved or directly affected. Slavery in America became the theme driving
historical, reading and writing components of the project. Each child was able to
design a quilt and choose the fabric, expressing an authentic design aesthetic. Peer
teaching became the norm in the quilt studio. The quilts were presented to the
public during an art exhibition at Hamilton School, a district-wide exhibition, and an
exhibition at ASU’s Step Gallery.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
Seeing the quilts still in use a year later lets me know we were successful.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?)
Because we tied the project into the curriculum, we had verbal and much written
feedback before, during and after the project was completed.
Susanna Yazzie is in her 4th year teaching visual arts at Arthur M. Hamilton
Elementary School in south central Phoenix. She earned her B.F.A. from San Jose
State University and a M.F.A. and M.Ed. at Arizona State University. Susanna lives
in Tempe with her husband and daughter. You can usually find them at thrift stores
or yard sales searching for fabric.
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Suzanna Yazzie, Visual Arts
teacher at Hamilton School,
creates quilts with her
students.
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Participant Narratives:
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND CATALYZING
CHANGE

 Chuck Banaszewski, Community
Activist and Artist
Chuck Banaszewski is an active participant in the Cultural Arts Coalition as an
artist, activist and educator. During fall 2006, he taught an afterschool program at
Genesis Academy around the concepts of Theater for Social Change. The host
teacher at this charter high school in downtown Phoenix was CAC participant Blair
Coe-Schweiger.
The Theater for Social Change Project provided a combination of activist theater
techniques and theater for social change background to prepare students with tools
to address societal issues. One day each week after school, interested students met
with teaching artist Chuck Banaszewski to learn the fundamentals of theater for
social change, practice using theater techniques for action in the community and
participate in reflective discussions.
Chuck is a conceptual designer and owner of Spraygraphic Apparel. He has worked
in the fashion industry for three plus years (2000-2004) as National Manager of
Training and Development at Giorgio Armani and as a consultant for the Mark Ecko
clothing company where he fulfilled a similar role in a consultant capacity. His
artistic and designer background stems from his prolific career as a
theatre/performance artist where he is receiving a Ph.D. in Theatre from Arizona
State University and his political activism with the art collectives SOS, Projekt
Kardbored and the performance companies Next Project: an Anti-Theatre Company,
and the Arizona Surveillance Camera Players.
Spraygraphic Apparel is an extension of our activism, our affinity for design and art,
and our commitment to feeling comfortable in clothes that stand for something
more. We design clothes that hopefully will provoke thoughts about social, political,
global issues going on throughout the world and at the same time produce an
individual and eclectic style that celebrates the labors of artists and activists from
all over the planet and helps you stand apart from everyone else and stand for
something important: humanity, the value of life, and thought provoking style…All
of our political commentary, images, and ideas are printed on sweatshop free
clothing.
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Matt Krise and Chuck Banaszewski, Spraygraphics, t-Shirts.
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Participant Narratives:
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND CATALYZING CHANGE

 Clottee Hammons, Community Activist
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I have been engaged in community visual and performing arts activism for over 20
years. I have focused on specific topics within my visual, written and performance
art resulting in a series of events, visual and written pieces which address women
of color, homelessness and American Slavery.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: I am an independent artist/activist. I
am responsible for the content and cost of all the projects I undertake. I have
valuable community relationships with individuals and organizations that have been
established over the past 10-12 years that enable me to call on them for assistance
or to aid the objectives of other artists and arts organizations.
Phone and/or email: soul_sis@hotmail.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts, in my view, are the artistic statements (visual, performance,
written, etc.) produced by residents or affiliates of a defined geographical area
(community), which are accessible to the general public. Community Arts can be
broad-based, highly structured and enduring works or they can be anonymous,
temporary creations offered for public observation, but not necessarily public input.
Program Title: The Emancipation Marathon: A Literary Tradition
Abstract:
The Emancipation Marathon is a literary event which commemorates the victims of
American Slavery with dignity and veracity. The United States of America was
founded and has flourished at the expense of the lives and cultural identities of
many ethnic groups. The myth of the "melting pot" does an especially heinous
disservice to indigenous people, African people and African American slaves; while
oft times glorifying ruthless villains. American slaves have never had a day of
national recognition. The topic of American slavery has systemically been
minimized and misrepresented in American classrooms. The results of America's
selective educational omissions have been complex, with resultant manifestations
apparent in all areas of social circumstance: Katrina, immigration, economics,
health care, education, etc.. The Emancipation Marathon is a means to honor those
anonymous ancestors and gain perspective on America.
The Emancipation Marathon has five distinct components:
1. Literary selections read throughout The Emancipation Marathon are
comprised of historical and contemporary narratives, biographies,
autobiographies, letters, essays, interviews, magazine articles, plays, poetry,
legal writings and other literature relevant to the topic of "that peculiar
institution". Readings are selected according to their appropriateness within one
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2.

3.

4.

5.

of the following four categories: slavery the definition, slavery the law, slavery
the human condition and slavery the legacy.
Literary selections are given a living voice by ordinary people. Readings
are not necessarily theatrical performances, although readers have the latitude
to interpret them however they please; which often renders very poignant and
creatively interpreted readings. Readers are a diverse group ranging in age
from 5 - 80ish, with a varied sampling of occupations represented.
A photograph is taken during each reading. The photos have become a
progressive visual documentation of the participants in The Emancipation
Marathon from one year to the next and has become quite a substantial body,
after 9 years.
The Emancipation Marathon is held in a downtown Artspace yearly. The
event began in The Hub (Central & Monroe) and has been held at Mars Artspace,
Capital Coffeehouse, The Eye Lounge and Modified respectively. In the truest
sense of community, downtown artists and art spaces have been the strongest
support for The Emancipation Marathon.
The Emancipation Marathon is always held on the Saturday, closest to
"Juneteenth" or June 19th. June 19th is significant because that is the date in
1865 (allegedly) the last American slaves were freed.

The Emancipation Marathon is a free event, open to the general public. People
often bring their children, because children are not being exposed to this literature
or to specific facts in their classrooms. Planning for each Emancipation Marathon
has always been ongoing; I begin to think about the next year as soon as the event
closes. There are some literary selections that will remain constant from one year
to the next, such as John Locke's "Second Treatise of Government", 1690;
however, there are often more recent writings and more current events that replace
others.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. Many
people are misinformed and uncomfortable discussing "that peculiar institution".
African American history has been disparaged as a subset of American (European)
history which has resulted in an overall lack of public comprehension about how
the topic is relevant to Whites, Asians and Hispanics and other ethnic groups;
reader participants in The Emancipation Marathon gain an expanded perspective.
The essence of immigration is very different than kidnapping or enslavement.
Likewise, people are often uncomfortable reading aloud; especially historical
literature. Participation as a reader in The Emancipation Marathon is by
invitation, allowing the reader the opportunity to read the selection and better
prepare to read it aloud. Readers are also given an opportunity to exchange their
reading selection if they feel, for some reason, they are not able to read the
selection they are given. Listener participation is open to anyone. It is often the
case that attendees are moved and wish to read, and there is always a reserve of
reading material available for spontaneous reading participation.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. The issue of American Slavery is very
specific. Through the writings of John Locke, James A. Michner, Stephen Vincent
Benet, Toni Morrison, Edward P. Jones and many other acclaimed and lesser
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known authors the unique intricacies and sometimes universal themes of
American Slavery are voiced.
Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. The Emancipation Marathon
demands active listening, which leads to critical thinking and questioning.
Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. Many Marathon readers are children. They
are eager readers, with proud parents (and grandparents) hanging on their every
word. They are proud to see their names in the program. The written program
for The Emancipation Marathon highlights books for children and stories about
children. Parents and family can share in the ongoing, extracurricular exposure
of their children to the topic of American Slavery, because they know their
children will receive very little in their classrooms on this topic. The reading list
also serves as a reference source for adults that want to pursue specific authors
or topics at a later date.
Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. I do not hold public meetings or
seminars; however I do make myself available to reader and listener participants
and receive written and spoken feedback. I often receive email, books and
articles from reader and listener participants. Many of the selections that are
forwarded to me are included in the next Marathon.
Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. "It is about understanding
self in relation to others and community." That sentence summarizes exactly
what occurs during The Emancipation Marathon. The Emancipation Marathon is a
means that can be used to answer timely questions such as: "How did we (as a
nation) become so insensitive? How did we become one of the richest countries
in the world? Why did my family migrate from the South to the West? Why is
my nephew in prison? Why are my grandmother's eyes green?" The
Emancipation Marathon actively engages the listener intellectually, by zooming in
to history or a writer's thoughts with the reader and zooming back out to oneself.
Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. The Emancipation Marathon is
comprised of writings by a wide array of authors and some of it will not be easily
understood by children. Children do understand that the event is to
commemorate the victims of American Slavery, which includes many of their
ancestors. (This category overlaps Practice Six of this survey and is addressed
there also.)
Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. The Readers in The Emancipation
Marathon share a unique relationship with one another. I have photographed
nine years of children growing up, friends graying and maybe putting on a little
weight. I have also documented friends that are no longer with us that
participated in The Emancipation Marathon. In every photograph they are
reading about American Slavery. In every photograph from one year to the next
there is a shared, linear consciousness.
Practice Nine: Celebrative. Participants are photographed and included in the
event program for the Emancipation Marathon.

What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
I gain great satisfaction from the readers and listeners in The Emancipation
Marathon. When someone thanks me for allowing them to participate and tells me
that they were "honored", there is nothing that can compare.
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I derive great satisfaction from the children that read. Even if reading is difficult
for them, they follow through and are willing to come back the next year.
It is also satisfying when people tell me what I am doing is important.
It is especially satisfying when my son tells me he admires me!
The fact that people are interested in this event and is well attended from one year
to the next; plus the feedback I receive tells me The Emancipation Marathon is
successful.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way? (e.g.,
Surveys - verbal and/or written, pre/post; Portfolios; Observations;
Rubrics; Interviews; Email; Journals; Outside evaluator; Written
evaluations; Performance assessments; Evaluation forms etc.)
I don't use formal assessment tools. I do consider all of the post-event
conversations, written communication and calls.
Clottee A. Hammons is a visual artist, writer, performance artist and arts
educator. She is the founder and Creative Director of The Emancipation Marathon.
Ms. Hammons has served on the Board Directors of Artlink and has worked for
C.O.B.A., in an administrative capacity. Ms. Hammons also founded and hosted a
book club for boys, The Clay Boys Book Club; so named because meetings were
held in the clay studio of Master Potter Alan Jones. Ms. Hammons recently
costumed the Civil Rights play "Freedom Summer".

Emancipation
Marathon
facilitated yearly
by Clottee
Hammons.
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Participant Narratives:
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND CATALYZING CHANGE

 Cynthia Landrum, Glendale Public Library
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I have been involved in librarianship in some form or another for most of my life.
However it is my role as an adult reference librarian for the past seven years in
which I have had the opportunity to facilitate and develop programs that employ
literature as a means of cultural engagement and community art. I have been the
project director for the Celebration of African American Authors for seven of its
eight year history.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Glendale Public Library
Phone and/or email: 623-930-3843; clandrum@glendaleaz.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Art is a forum in which the creative process and product relate directly
to people who are in relationships defined by geography, tradition, belief, values
and experience. Through this forum or community art, people engage in meaningful
cultural celebration, reflection, introspection and conversation.
Program Title: Celebration of African American Authors
Abstract:
The Celebration of African American Authors is an annual series of programs
throughout the month of February that highlights the work of contemporary writers
of African descent.
The purpose of this event is two-fold. For readers of African American literature,
this event provides them with an opportunity to engage and interact with their
favorite authors as well as become familiar with new ones. It also serves as a forum
to celebrate and recognize the contributions of Black writers to the literary
landscape. To that end, the goals of the Celebration are to introduce and highlight
the literature of the African Diaspora as a part of the larger human experience; to
highlight the diversity of experience and genre within African Diaspora Literature,
and to provide a forum for cultural exchange, understanding and appreciation. With
each program, we anticipate more diverse audiences, expansion of knowledge and
readership.
From conception to implementation, the planning process takes between nine to
twelve months. Work is organized and contingent upon the acquisition of funding
which begins shortly after the evaluation process has been completed. However,
author selection and evaluation is on-going.
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Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. While
the primary focus of the Celebration of African American Authors is to highlight
and raise awareness of the literary contributions of writers of African descent
within the African American community. It is also intended to enrich the lives of
all community members and serve as forum or cultural appreciation and
understanding. The participant community has been actively involved in shaping
the developing this program by sharing their knowledge on the topic and
critiquing past efforts.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. The African American experience and
relevant literary traditions are central themes of the Celebration. However, these
themes are considered within the larger human experience and the program
serves as a forum for discussing the universality and diversity of said
experiences.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. The Celebration provides an
opportunity for diverse audiences and underrepresented groups to engage and
interact with literature and its creators. Through this program, participants are
encouraged to utilize literature as a means of expression by honing skills in
workshops and having one-on-one exchanges with other writers.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. The Celebration of African American
Authors utilizes literature as means of exploring the varied and complex human
experience through literature. Authors of both fiction and non-fiction have shared
the personal and professional experiences that shape and define their work.
Writer and journalist, Solomon Jones, shared with audiences how his struggle
with drug addiction nearly killed him and eventually influenced his acclaimed
urban mysteries.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. Assessment of the program entails postprogram surveys that measure pre- and post knowledge, and demographics as
well as rate individual presenters, program format, and propensity for future
attendance and literary selection.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative, and Democratic. The Celebration of African
American Authors is a collaborative effort between larger entities that often find
themselves in competitive circumstances. However for this program, the Glendale
and Scottsdale Public Libraries as well as their other community partners are
work together to share ideas, responsibilities, successes and failures.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. The literature programs presented
throughout the Celebration of African American Authors speak to a wide range of
styles, interests and backgrounds as a reflection of a diverse audience.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. Developing relationships within and outside
of the community is essential to the success of the program. Relationships with
founders, local organizations, the audience and presenters ultimately define and
shape the program and its outcomes.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. While each individual author program celebrates that
writers work, as a whole the event celebrates the entire body of African Diaspora
literature throughout the month.
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What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
I am satisfied and know that I have been successful when people come back year
after year, bring friends; come to the library in search of books by Black writers,
and when authors ask to come back and/or discuss their experience with other
writers who then inquire about participating.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
Post-program written evaluations which measure pre- and post knowledge, and
demographics as well as rate individual presenters, program format, and propensity
for future attendance and literary selection.
Cynthia Landrum is a Librarian for the Glendale Public Library. She has been the
Project Director for the Celebration of African American Authors since 2000, and
has directed a number of cultural programming initiatives. She holds a Bachelors
degree in Linguistics from Northwestern University (Evanston, IL) and a Masters in
Library and Information Science at the University of Southern Mississippi
(Hattiesburg, MS).

Dr. Jewel Parker-Rhodes, author and ASU Professor, during a writing
workshop held yearly as part of Black History month; coordinated
by Cynthia Landrum, Glendale Public Library system.
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Participant Narratives:
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND CATALYZING CHANGE

 Marcelino Quiñonez, Theatre Artist and Community Activist
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am the Drama teacher for “at risk” youth in northwest Phoenix and the
coordinator for “Artist Memorial for Immigrants.”
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Colores Actors-Writers Workshop.
Phone and/or email: 602-574-9207; quinonez23@hotmail.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
I define Community Arts in a very simple way. A gathering of many people from the
same living area who together combine their ideas, feelings and worries to create
art: theatre, dance, storytelling, painting, dialogue, etc. The Cultural engagement
aspect of art stems from the art work itself. Because the community of people who
are making the art, share other similarities as language, religion, world visions,
economic-social standing- their art will be representative of their audience. This
audience is unaccustomed to their lives being represented in art and for the first
time is engaged in the art process.
Program Title: Artist Memorial for Immigrants
Abstract:
One of the plagues of all Border States is Immigration and the dangers immigrants
face in their attempt to better their lives. As a local Theatre Artist and immigrant, I
feel it is my responsibility to educate people using Art. The following is my project
abstract for an event that creates awareness in a way that does not turn people
away with numbers, but humanizes the immigrants through art.
On October 2, 2005 the second annual “Artist Memorial for Immigrants” took place
at Cesar Chavez Park in south Phoenix. The event was open to the public, free of
charge and featured over 75 paintings, actors, signers, dancers, solo performers,
poets and activists. Every artist was present for one reason: to pay homage
through their art to the immigrants who die each year.
The entire event is put on with the most minimal of budgets, which symbolically
reflects the immigrant’s journey. No one received a single cent in putting the event
together; including the artists or sound system operator. What I did have was a
wonderful, insightful and supportive team to get the event on its feet. James
Garcia, a longtime journalist and ASU Alumni served as my mentor. Jose Cortez
from CPLC and radio DJ gave me air time and ran the sound. Jennifer Ballesteros, a
freelance writer contacted the local media.
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Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
Although the event can very well encompass all nine practices for community arts, I
will focus the event on the five most relevant principals.
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. This is
my community and I am directing the arts event towards them.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. The art deals with the immigration theme,
one that is prevalent today in our country and elsewhere in the world. More than
people abandoning their homes and moving elsewhere is the question of why
would people do this? Immigration is therefore not just about moving to another
country but fundamentally is about the desire to improve one’s life.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. The types of art work seen will be
traditional and experimental. They will all focus on communicating the artist ideas
about immigration in ways that will seem familiar and strange. It will prove that
communication can occur in many ways, the art will open people’s points of views
in ways they never felt imaginable.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. Programming encourages
learning in a social-cultural context, preferring cooperative over competitive
approaches to achieving goals and creating a shared space for meaningful work
with a collective purpose. It is about understanding self in relation to others and
community. Practice six is the sole reason for my event.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. I hope the event will build relationships
that are both literal and figurative. People at the event will hopefully want to build
a relationship not only with the immigrants here in our state but will develop
compassion for those far away. The art work seen has been rehearsed and
worked on for weeks, but the importance is not on the product but rather the
purpose for the art work itself: The inspiration that developed the work.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
There are many way to measure a sense of satisfaction after I have completed art
in a community setting. The obvious example is the on-site gratitude from the
audience members. It could be a simple “thank you” or an in-depth story about an
art piece reminding them about a particular moment in his/her life. Prior to the end
of the event in 2005, I had an actress not participating in the event walk up to me
and ask to participate in Artist Memorial for Immigrants 2006. This was the
greatest satisfaction I could receive; it was from a fellow artist, who was inspired
by my actions.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
In my assessment of the event I spoke with my immediate mentor, James Garcia. I
saved every e-mail that dealt with the event, from which I received encouraging
words and praise. Photographer Mike Maez took pictures through the event and a
local documentary film maker took footage as well. These documents have served
in presenting the event to people or scholarship opportunities.
Marcelino Quiñonez was born in Durango, Mexico. The oldest of five siblings, he
grew up in San Jose, California and at 13 moved to Phoenix, Arizona. He is an
undergraduate student at ASU majoring in Theatre and a minor in Chicana/o
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Studies. Marcelino has been involved in stage plays with companies Teatro Bravo,
Colores and ASU. This past March, Marcelino took part in “Voices of Valor” by James
Garcia at Gammage Auditorium. The play chronicled the Latino’s WWII experience.
It was a special way to cover Marcelino’s two passions; theater and his community.
He is a drama teacher for TERROS.

Marcelino Quiñonez Martinez facilitates the 2006
"Artist Memorial for Immigrants" event.

Folklorico dance, a traditional art form and a means
of expressive & experiential communication.
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Participant Narratives:
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND CATALYZING CHANGE

 Ayo Sharpe Mouzon, African Dance Artist
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
My role in the community as an African cultural artist is to be an eloquent and
effective emissary for the transfer of knowledge regarding traditional and classical
African cultural dance and song. Since 1970, I have been involved in the study of
African cultural dances, songs and traditions with “Koumpo West African Dance
Company” in San Diego, Ca; Kouman Kele in Los Angeles, Ca. and Diamano Coura
in Oakland, Ca. I have evolved into an African dance, song and spoken-word
entertainer and artist/teacher whose greatest desire is to share the energy and
joy of African cultural entertainment and to offer an alternative approach to fitness
with ongoing African dance workshops in over seven cities in the United States
where I have lived.
It is my passion to offer positive Afro-centric entertainment and to teach African
dance, song, and music appreciation through a variety of African dance-driven
workshops. These workshops are flexible, and can be adapted to benefit most age
groups. My workshops offer exercise, fitness, health, increased energy which
promotes healing in the body, improved self-esteem; and even more that that
participants experience the spiritual joy which is inherent in the African-American
(gospel and soul music) and the African cultural (village music) way of being
(tradition).
In an attempt to capture the joy and excitement I feel and see ignited in those
children and/or adults who participate in my workshops, it has also been my role to
create literary and self-esteem programs through poetry, positive word-play i.e.
“The A, B, C’s of an African cultural artist and the completion of “Cowrie Shells”,
which is a CD of original poetry and authentic African songs.
For me, African dancing and singing is more than movement and drumbeats, it is a
spiritual gift of the energy, joy and wisdom of our African ancestors handed down
and dating back to the 15th century that overcomes sadness, material limitations,
circumstances and time. This art form creates a community bond and illuminates
the soul. It is a spiritual gift that I am compelled to share… the ambience of Africa.
Organizational affiliations: Interfaith Unity Church – African Arts & Cultural
Programs, AZ Rhythm Connection, Cultural Arts Coalition & Calif. Poets-in-theSchools
Phone and/or email: (480) 233-3880; ayosharpemouzon@yahoo.com Websites:
www.azrhythmconnection.com and www.africandanceclasses.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Specifically to African Arts and Culture, we know that African dance and drumming
originated in Africa, and was not only passed down from one generation to the
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next, but came across a continent and emerged in the heart of Black American
communities in the late sixties. These art forms are part of the spiritual history and
traditions of African people predominantly in Senegal, Liberia, Nigeria, Guinea and
the Ivory Coast. African drumming and dancing has influenced music in America
since the early 70’s, but is still not acknowledged in mainstream America. This is
why African cultural artists need to be supportive of each other.
African cultural arts and expression engages participants in the community to
remember and acknowledge those traditions which were/are inherent to African
culture; such as respect for elders, honoring our parents, being true to you and
valuing children. These traditions create communities where every member of the
community is valued, and supported. As African culture has evolved throughout
these United States, it is definitely an opportunity to celebrate something that is a
beautiful discipline, royal and noble about our African inheritance. In dialogue with
my teachers and fellow artists, and from my life experiences, I have come to
realize we honor the essence of who we are, and that which make you unique, is
what makes this an intriguing and beautiful world to live in.
Program Title: African Dance, Drum, Song and Spoken Word Programs
Education & Entertainment
Abstract
The African Exercise & Dance Classes are responsive to the participant community.
These classes are a wonderful approach to fitness, for someone who is interested in
being physically fit. At the same time it creates a joyous and positive activity for
friends and/or family who simply want to experience the drums, the songs, the
movement and the music of Africa - an African cultural experience. Every class is a
celebration, and the intention of these classes is to lift the participants up,
physically, mentally and spiritually. My goals for my classes is to dissolve racial
barriers between people, to empower African-American youth to enjoy their rich
cultural heritage, to encourage people of all ages to “keep on moving” and to open
up lines of communication between all ages as well. This African cultural
experience is like stepping into a pool, an oasis, a magical hour in which
participants are totally engaged mind, body and affairs in a joyous and energizing
activity that releases endorphins, which helps the heart take care of the cells in the
body. Closing circle: In this process, youth, adults and elders can speak their
word to each other. A youth may need to hear what an elder or an adult has to
say, or it may an elder or an adult who needs insight into what a young person has
to say. The bottom line is that each and every participant is honored and is valued
at whatever age they are. It is time to stop accepting mantras like “I’m getting old
now”, because you have passed 30. The “kids” and the youth don’t need adults to
live vicariously through them. They need to see their parents and grandparents,
for that matter, living viable and healthy lives, so that we live out our full potential.
These classes offer an alternative approach to fitness, and address the growing
concerns regarding weight-gain and diabetes in our communities.
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What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
Whenever I have been involved in an Arts Residency a summary is usually required,
however my greatest satisfaction is reflected in the incredible young people I have
shared arts and culture with. In Los Angeles, I worked at the African-American
Museum for the “Zebra Kid’s Club”. There was a very privileged eight-year old,
African-America girl, Samara enrolled in the program. Her parents took her out of
the program early, to take the family on a vacation to Maui in Hawaii. Samara was
distressed, she said, “I don’t ant to go to Maui!!”, because she was really enjoying
learning African songs and dance.
In Oakland, while working for the Mayor’s Council on Youth, I worked in a
transitional housing facility (a nice way of describing a homeless shelter). Through
my reading enhancement program, the children (ages 4 – 12) created their own
dictionaries: “The A, B, C’s of their African cultural experience. At the final recital,
David, a ten year of boy was on stage for the first time in his life in front of over
300 parents, teachers and students. He had trouble remembering the words to an
African play song, but he had enough courage and composure, to reach in his back
pocket, pull out the dictionary that HE had created and READ the words to the
song. It brought tears to my eyes then, and to tell the truth, it brings tears to my
eyes right now.
In Sacramento, at the John F. Kennedy Jr. High School, while working with “Very
Special Arts”, I worked with a young teen-aged girl, Miriam, who had experienced a
psycho motor disturbance resulting in a rigidity in her left arm. It would take
Miriam at least five minutes to get up out of her chair and participate, when I came
to work with this group of precious students. I would look up and Miriam would be
standing up, ready to sing and dance. Miriam was excited about performing, but
after she got on stage she was terrified. I said, “You can do it Miriam, you can do
it.” She overcame her tears, butterflies and her stage fright and she performed! I
know I have touched lived in a positive, powerful way with this art inspired by
Africa, and they have surely touched mine.

Ayo Sharpe-Mouzon, is a dynamic African cultural entertainer, creating a unique
blend of African dance performances with songs, original jazz-lyrical poetry and
beautiful costumes. She is also a dedicated artist/teacher, and has taught ongoing
African dance classes since 1974, in over seven cities where she has lived in these
United States. She currently teaches “African Dance for fitness” every Saturday
afternoon in Scottsdale, Arizona with AZ Rhythm Connection. Since moving to
Arizona she has worked in schools through the Cultural Arts Coalition and has
worked with Keith Johnson, an Arizona Arts Commission Roster Artist.
Highlights of Ayo’s career thus far have been dancing in Janet Jackson’s “Escapade”
video; through an audition process headed by Quincy Jones, she was selected to
dance with “Kopena” for the former president of South Africa, Mr. Nelson Mandela;
she was an award winning poet at the Marcus Garvey bookstore in Oakland and
performed for Dr. Sonia Sanchez; and was a solo artist for “The Danny Glover
Event”, a fund-raiser for The Sacramento Community Theatre. Ayo has also
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completed a C.D. of authentic African songs and original, inspiring poetry entitled
“Cowrie Shells”.

Ayo dances at Discovery School, Glendale, teaching students to convey stories
of respect for one’s ancestors and mothers in the actions of every day activities.
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Participant Narratives:
CELEBRATION AND RITUAL

 Anna Keenan, Teacher
Madison # 1 Middle School

What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am a 7th grade Social Studies teacher at Madison #1 Middle School. As a firm
advocate of the constructivist theory and multiple intelligences, I have made every
feasible effort to integrate the arts to enrich and enhance my curriculum. In
previous years, I have worked in collaboration with the Kaleidoscope Program at
Arizona State University. This program exposed my students to various guest
artists, speakers and supplemental materials. The culminating activity included a
trip to Gammage Auditorium, where students enjoyed a show and dinner with the
cast and crew. Over a three year period, various classes have seen Swing,
Hairspray and The Lion King.
Last year, I had the honor of partnering with the Glendale Bead Museum to
immerse my students in a unit on Africa. This wonderful experience afforded me
the opportunity to expand upon my teaching of the Five Themes of Geography and
bring the curriculum alive for my students. During this unit of study, students were
able to learn and experience African culture through music, dance, song, literature
and art. This unit was completed while I was a teacher at Madison Park
Elementary School, also in the Madison School District.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate:
Madison #1 Middle School, Madison School District
Phone and/or email: School - (602) 664-7149; akeenan@msd38.org
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community arts: Various forms of art that can exist within a community
Cultural engagement: Interacting with culture, i.e. dance, song, music
Program Title: Integrating the Arts to Enrich School Curriculum
Abstract:
In May of 2005, I was contacted by the Glendale Bead Museum to collaborate on an
Africa unit focusing on the integration of the arts, including music, dance, song, and
art. The unit was centered on the Five Themes of Geography and was designed to
be cross-curricular in nature by including content areas such as Social Studies,
Language Arts, Math, Technology, Physical Education, Art, and Music. To further
enhance the unit, various guest speakers and artists were invited to present and
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work with our students. Students were exposed to the work of the Lost Boys of
Sudan, Keith Johnson, The Watoto Children’s Choir, Kwambe Dancers and an
African Stilt Walker.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: it is always Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and
People. Students were able to direct the unit by expressing what they wanted to
learn.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. The focus of the unit was exploring Africa
by means of the Five Themes of Geography.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. Students were exposed to African
culture through music, song, dance, pictures, art, bead work, writings, readings
and the creation of ancestor dolls. Guest speakers who engaged the students
included the Lost Boys of Sudan, the Watoto Children’s Choir, Keith Johnson and
an African Stilt Walker.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. Students read the books, The Kaifer Boy
and / or The Power of One.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. Students were able to reflect by writing
essays on the unit, letters to the various guest speakers and narratives about
their ancestor doll.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. This unit was cooperative
since it included cross curricular participation by teachers and work with various
guest speakers and artists.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. This unit touched on the various
learning modalities including kinesthetic, auditory and tactile styles. It
encouraged students to think outside the box and to experience another culture.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. This unit enabled students to reflect upon
their relationships and to become more open and accepting of other cultures and
the people that embrace them.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. Students performed music, sang and danced for the
5th, 6th and 7th graders to demonstrate some of what they had learned. They
were also recognized for their work on creating and describing their ancestor
dolls.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
I have a deep sense of satisfaction knowing that all of my hard work and dedication
has come to fruition. To see the looks of awe and astonishment as students learn
reinforces my desire and intrinsic motivation to teach. I love knowing that I am
immersing my students in culture while meeting state standards for Social Studies
and other content areas. I particularly take pleasure in developing and
participating in cross-curricular units such as this to further enhance the learning of
my students. I know I have been successful when my students discuss, explain
and praise the unit to others. I also recognize that I have been triumphant when I
read their final essays and discover such rich and detailed content based
explanations.
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What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
Students were assessed by their participation in a variety of music, art, singing and
dancing activities. They were also monitored for their comprehension of various
reading assignments such as The Kaifer Boy and The Power of One. In addition,
students created a portfolio that contained a multitude of short projects and written
assignments.
Anna-Marie Keenan is an award winning educator of nine years. She is currently
teaching 7th grade Social Studies at Madison #1 Middle School in Phoenix. AnnaMarie graduated with honors from the University of Hartford earning a Bachelor’s
Degree in Secondary Education with an emphasis in Social Studies and History.
She completed her first Master’s Degree in Bilingual / Multicultural Education from
Northern Arizona University. She is completing her second Master’s Degree in
Educational Leadership, also through Northern Arizona University.

Madison Park PTO provided funding for the culminating celebration,
bringing in the Watoto Children’s Choir, on tour from Uganda.
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Arizona roster artist Keith Johnson, African Drummer and Story Teller, was contracted as
a teaching artist to work with Anna Keenan and the students at Madison Park School.
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Participant Narratives:
CELEBRATION AND RITUAL

 Christy Puetz, Artist, Community Arts Activist
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
Recently left a position as Museum Educator at The Bead Museum (over 4 years),
Visual Artist (16 years), Arizona Commission on the Arts Roster Artist and Director
of Program Development for Beads of Courage®
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: COBA, National Arts Education
Association, Cultural Arts Coalition, Society of the Arts in Healthcare, Museum
Association of Arizona Board Member
Phone and/or email: girlxty@hotmail.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
One of the most important means to communicate and connect with groups and
individuals of all ages, abilities and backgrounds. They open up a dialogue for
communities to heal, entertain, discover other cultural traditions and to be creative
in their own way.
Program Title:
Honoring Others, Honors Ourselves: An Exploration into Apache Beadwork
Abstract: We all have rituals such as brushing our teeth or celebrating a birthday.
How we mark these simple or significant events varies throughout the world. Ritual
acts and ceremony are some of the oldest forms of human activity. They unite
communities, pass on family values, give us purpose, help ease life transitions and
are often marked with colorful celebration. The visual art created in early
civilizations are a material means to express the rites of ritual or ceremony- without
one, you rarely have the other. Many American Indian societies, such as the
Western Apache peoples of eastern Arizona, function with beliefs of the respect for
the interconnectedness of all life and the importance of living in harmony with the
rest of the universe. The Bead Museum has created an exhibit and web lesson unit
that honors a particular Apache ritual, a young woman’s rites of passage ceremony
called the “Changing Woman.” The research and collection of information for this
project was more than a two person job, Judy Butzine and I worked closely with
multiple members of the Western Apache community/school systems and ASU staff.
These communications and interactions gave us the opportunity to provide accurate
and respectful information about the Apache Culture. This experience has truly
been a life changing one. To hear first hand from a young woman who has
participated in her own “Changing Woman” ceremony and to be allowed into the
community as a guest, will not be forgotten.
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Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People: All ages
need to play, discover and express themselves. Community arts have the
opportunity to provide a creative outlet for the entire community.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven: Many types of arts programming can
include cultural, historical and multi-disciplinary themes.
 Practice Three: Experimental and Expressive: Because we all take in information
and experience situations in different ways, the inclusion of hands-on objects,
literature, movement, music and visual arts becomes vital.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic: The creation of programming that is not
“finished project” oriented opens up the individual or group to express personal
feelings, honor self and others, feel comfort and simply relax. The arts are an
outlet for expression on the path to wellness.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative: An exhibition is an opportunity to honor
participants for what they have created/written in the public. When the two are
combined, the heartfelt meaning of the experience really comes through.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic: Exploring the stories and
experiences of other cultures, we all can learn more about ourselves and change
misconceptions.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate: Part of the success of a program
is to include everyone and to adapt to their personal abilities and goals.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented: An essential component. Bringing in
community artists can really enhance the experience for everyone involved.
Artist can breathe a new energy and also expose participants to new ways of
thinking, listening and seeing.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative: Community coming together for exhibit, presentation,
dance, theatre or discussion is an amazing way to show what you have
experienced throughout your experience. A public display is a great way to honor
for achievements.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
A great feeling of satisfaction comes from the dialogues that begin while the
artwork is being created. When an adult or child experiences feelings of comfort,
empowerment, creativity and wonder you know they have been changed by the
experience.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
I feel the best ways to asses the experience of an art making activity is through a
written reflection, photo documentation, show and tell, interviews, performance or
an exhibition.
Christy Puetz has been telling stories though the dimensional/textural/colorful art
objects that I create since 1990. Starting at the University of North Dakota,
receiving a Bachelor of Fine Arts with a fiber art focus, her artwork has been
exhibited, collected, produced in publications and shown as public art. The world of
beads brought her to Arizona (formerly Minnesota) where she became the Museum
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Educator at The Bead Museum, a position that eventually lead her to Beads of
Courage ®. The relationship she has with Beads of Courage ® has added a whole
new meaning to the use of the arts for healing. As the Director of Program
Development, She is driven to create programming that will encourage, honor and
help in the healing process for kids and families coping with cancer.

Christy Puetz, Educational Director at The Bead
Museum, teaches a beaded rattle workshop as a
means to connect to ones own everyday rituals.

Christy presents first the art history lesson of “The
World of Beads,” and then the art inquiry
component of the workshop, to prepare the
participants’ for reflection and evaluation during the
art-making activity.
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Participant Narratives:
CELEBRATION AND RITUAL

 Carmen DeNovais, The Cultural Coalition, Inc.
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am an artist/ activist in my community for the past 27 years. In 1976, my
husband Zarco and I founded Xicanindio Artes, Inc. in order to develop community
programs related to Chicano and Native American arts in the Valley. We started
celebrating el Dia de Los Muertos in 1980 in Mesa. We also worked closely with
the Heard Museum in its 10 years tenure of the Dia de Los Muertos Festivals. We
are also the co-founders of The Cultural Coalition, Inc. which began as a grass roots
organization of artists and community activists in the summer of 1997 to develop
new and innovative ways to address important social issues while encouraging the
participation of organizations, schools and individuals to collaborate in the creation
of neighborhood arts programs.
Past Cultural Coalition programs include festivals and theater performances, as
such: “La Procesión - A Dia de Los Muertos Event in downtown Phoenix which
involved diverse groups of youth from inner city schools, churches and community
organizations who came together to address the issue of violence in a traditional
cultural holiday setting. Participants attended workshops and created altars and
memorials that were utilized in the subsequent march and celebration at the
Patriot’s Square. The project’s goal was also to benefit the community by providing
artists to work in different neighborhoods and schools to direct the participants in
the making of portable memorials. The concept of “La Procesión” is unique and
unprecedented in the contemporary expression of Dia de Los Muertos. The idea is
to mobilize people to take their art work to the streets in a public display their
creativity, expression and deep concern for the victims of violence.
La Calaca Café is an innovative fundraising event that has brought diverse groups
of people together to celebrate Dia de Los Muertos in a Café setting while viewing
local and national acts, such as Daniel Valdez and Estela Pope Duarte. Artists,
musicians, poets and performance artists presented their art while effectively
fundraising for Cultural Coalition events. Additionally, the Cultural Coalition has
successfully presented La Pastorela annually during the month of December in the
Phoenix area. La Pastorela has been presented also in the Yaqui/Mexican
community of Guadalupe.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Cultural Coalition, Inc. – a non- profit
organization, Volunteer Executive Director
Phone and/or email: 480.834-5731; carmen@zarkmask.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts is any activity in which the participants from the community
(students, senior citizens, etc) are invited and encouraged to actively participate,
collaborate and become part of a collective creative process.
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Cultural Engagement: any activity in which artists express arts and activities
related to their own the cultural back ground and is able to share a greater
knowledge and appreciate between cultures.
Program Title: Dia de Los Muertos Celebration: Homage to our Ancestors
Abstract:
The Annual Dia de Los Muertos Celebration in Mesa and the ritual Mascarada – the
Dance of Masks - are a true example of living public art and cultural expression.
The festival itself is a direct manifestation of traditions and customs which provides
an opportunity to develop a positive image of our indigenous past while paying
homage to our ancestors. Dia de Los Muertos symbolizes the past revitalized by a
community of artists, dancers and musicians who value heritage and the continuity
of tradition. Since ancient times, the skull in Mexican art has been a symbol of
transition. The Calacas Encantadas (Enchanted Skulls) act as clowns during this
festival which allows the participants a chance to laugh in the face of death and to
dance with her while we passionately and exuberantly celebrate life.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People.
Programming is responsive to, even directed or initiated by, the participant
community.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. Programming deals with themes that have
a universal focus and promote dialogue and/or creating a rich, interdisciplinary
learning experience in safe community settings. The program was theme driven:
Homage to our Ancestors.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. When the arts are understood as a
means of communication within the environmental setting, they engage children
and/or adults in active learning and participation, drawing on a full range of
communicative media: storytelling, writing, literature, dance or movement,
theatre, music and visual arts incorporating all the senses. Exemplary program:
Guerrero Family Dia de los Muertos Events
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. Integrating the arts with literacy
participants encounter ideas, events and materials in meaningful contexts with
complex, life lessons at the heart of the learning process enhancing the role o
family and community. Multidisciplinary inclusion of creative writing and visual
arts, as well as inclusive of family values.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. Arts programming provides opportunities
and vehicles for participants to reflect on feelings, thoughts and new information,
as well as a means for community organizers and participants to evaluate
themselves, others and the effectiveness of the process. Dia de Los Muertos
involves the whole family in a process of reflection of the past in order to better
prepare for the future.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. All programming is age
appropriate, following child and adult development guidelines and providing
learning environments that enable all participants to create connections between
content areas and understand context as well as absorb content. Learning
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experiences involve investigative processes, self-monitoring and problem-solving
skills that engage higher-order thinking.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. Relationship building and processes have
priority over projects and products in the development, implementation and
evaluation of community arts work. The most important outcome of our projects
are the closeness between families as they pay homage to their ancestors.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. Participants are recognized and honored both
individually and collectively through community celebrations.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
The biggest satisfaction is at the end of the festival/event when families come
together at the community altar and we have a moment of silence for all those who
have gone before us. We play songs from the Mexican folklore and the families feel
healed and closer.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way? (e.g.,
Surveys – verbal and/or written, pre/post; Portfolios; Observations;
Rubrics; Interviews; Email; Journals; Outside evaluator; Written
evaluations; Performance assessments; Evaluation forms etc.)
Evaluations have been made by the students of Genesis School after the festivals.
Participants are always frank and give us thanks for sharing our event with all of
the community at large.
Carmen DeNovais, born and raised in Recife, Brazil, and received a Bachelor’s
degree in Economics from Oberlin College in Ohio, where she also studied piano at
the conservatory.
She has worked in the Brazilian Amazon from 1976 to 1978 documenting of the
situation of Native peoples and the Amazon Rain Forest. She has since then
become an ecological advocate and lecturer on this theme, creating a few artistic
thematic curriculum activities for K-12 students. She has traveled extensively
throughout South America, collecting exotic instruments and investigating the many
idioms of folk music from Mexico, the Caribbean and the Andean countries.
With husband Zarco Guerrero, she formed the Brazilian band Zúm Zúm Zúm and
my instruments of choice are the accordion and the vibraphone. She now
performs with my 3 children in community concerts and in educational musical
programs. She is an Early Childhood Music Specialist with the Wolftrap Foundation
for the Arts and has been in the Roster of Artists of the Arizona Commission on the
Arts for the past 10 years.
Her philosophy is based on the need to express and explore our indigenous roots
through music, theater, ritual and art, in order to foster multicultural understanding
and appreciation, while passing on valuable oral and cultural traditions to future
generations.
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Carmen teaches an Amazon rain
forest workshop at a local
elementary school, using a maskmaking activity to teach about
endangered species.

La Pastorela, directed by Marcos Najera & adapted by Zarco Guerrero, was staged
without intermission at Phoenix Arts Center (3rd St and Moreland), Dec. 18-22, 2005.
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Participant Narratives:
GLOBAL ARTS AND DIVERSE CULTURES

 Naomi Jackson, ASU Dance
Department
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and cultural engagement?
Between 2002 and 2004 I designed and oversaw a research project involving
weekly movement sessions with refugee women in collaboration with the PAST
(Phoenix Arizona Survivor’s of Torture) program, the Arizona Refugee Center, and a
colleague at ASU, dancer Melissa Rolnick. The movement sessions then proceeded
for another year, under the guidance of an ASU MFA alumna, Jennifer Walker,
through the support of the Arizona Refugee Center.
I’ve been involved in community arts and cultural engagement since I was a child.
My mother was an artist who organized arts festivals and mail art exhibitions that
engaged the community at the local and international levels.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Arizona State University
Phone and/or email: (480) 965-4251; naomi.Jackson@asu.edu
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
I see community art at its best as a constructive dialogue between mature artists
and members of a community. Mature artists share their intimate understanding of
the aesthetic, technical, spiritual and socio-political dimensions of their art, and
community members share their unique and varied perspectives derived from their
diverse backgrounds. Professional artists learn to see beyond their disciplinary
constraints, and grow from observing the impact of the arts outside the traditional
“art world” context. Community members enhance and explore their skills as
creators and viewers of art, and discover or develop their expressivity individually
and collectively.
Abstract:
Cultural Engagement at its best occurs when both professional artists and
community members engage an “artistic lens” through which to view and improve
their cultures, as balanced by a view of morality that stresses mutual respect,
understanding and democratic principles. The “artistic lens” stresses play,
creativity, exploration, craft and excellence, all which can challenge restrictive
cultural thoughts and practices and provide a richer and more varied existence. A
moral conscience that stresses social justice and egalitarian approaches assures
that cultural engagement promotes a world defined by happiness and peace for all
its citizens.
Naomi Jackson is a dance scholar and writer. She received her bachelor’s degree
in philosophy and art history from McGill University, her master’s degree in dance
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studies from the University of Surrey in England, and her doctoral degree in
performance studies from New York University. Dr. Jackson has taught at the
Juilliard School and Queen’s College in New York, and her reviews and articles
appear in such publications as Dance Research Journal, Dance Chronicle, and Dance
Research. She has served as a member of the board of the Society of Dance History
Scholars, and the Congress in Research in Dance, and has helped organize various
conferences, including the 2005 International CORD Conference on Dance and
Human Rights. She currently lives in Tempe, Arizona, where she is an associate
professor in the Department of Dance at Arizona State University. Her recent edited
book from Banff Centre Press is entitled, Right to Dance/Dancing for Rights.
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Participant Narratives:
GLOBAL ARTS AND DIVERSE CULTURES

 Mary Stokrocki, ASU School of Art
What is globalization?
It is “the intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in
such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away
and vice versa (Held, 1999, p. 9;). It is the result of the evolution of global
economy, transnational connections with new collaborative decision entities,
development of transnational institutions and communication, and formation of new
military ties (Held, & McGrew, 2006).
What is the problem with globalization?
Globalization and regionalism is occurring simultaneously resulting in a new social
world order with new political uncertainties. Globalization constrains state
autonomy and national dominion, blurs national borders, affects education, and
creates tensions between global and local forces nearly in everyway. Thus, human
rights issues will gain center stage especially in citizenship and democracy
dynamics. With growing terrorism, the logic of fear will persist, and educational
policy in the area of citizenship, multiculturalism, and democracy will undergo
extraordinary challenges (Torres, 2002).
What are UNESCO’s global reforms?
At the 2006 World Congress in the Arts in Lisbon, Portugal, UNESCO set forth
reforms based on four pillars: Learn to know, Learn to do, Learn to live together,
and Learn to be.
How do we do we transcend fear locally and globally?
Bamford (2006) stresses that the world of tomorrow will need invention,
innovation, and design to be able to design the materials, conditions, and
community to fit this new world shaped by globalization. And young people need
sustained and sequential learning in the arts. Students also need to learn to be
critical/ critique/evaluate/reflective (visual culture). We MUST help children develop
critical thinking to help them become aware of transcorporate manipulation (such
as Walmart) and the transcultural allure of the InterNET. We provide cross-cultural
exchanges of ideas and artwork both locally displayed and on the Internet through
blogs.
How did I start to unify the local and global?
At the InSEA (International Society for Education though Art) Conference in Viseu,
Portugal (2006), I met with Professor Ricardo Marin, Granada-Spain, and Professor
Olcay Kirsisoglu, Antakya-Turkey, and we decided to set up an Internet exchange of
children’s artworks in which children would share their interests and ideas. We
decided to start with the theme “I Love to Dance,” and we would learn to set up
websites. I started by developing a set of questions with Dr. Laurie Eldridge in
Arizona for her students to answer with the artworks. I visited her school,
introduced the task, and collected artwork (8 x 10” drawings in marker). I
photocopied artworks and responses and sent them to Turkey and Spain. It took all
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summer to set up a website with students’ drawings/responses and link them to my
homepage at http://www.public.asu.edu/~ifmls. This page featured seventh and
eighth graders artworks. If you click on the eight graders’ works, the enlarged work
appears and the student’s response. I analyzed seventh and eight grades drawings
from one class taught by Dr. Laurie Eldridge at Kachina Elementary School in
Glendale and set up a comparative chart of students’ answers also linked to my
web page.
In the meantime, Professor Ricardo set up a blog for his students works at
http://draw-yourself-dancing.blogspot.com, and I set up a blog for Turkey at
https://ifmls/blogspot.com Professor Olcay is co-constructing it. What we
discovered is the global influence of hip-hop, a blend of music styles. In the future,
we intend to have students provide solutions to peace. The future of local/global
research is in blogspot.com
What are art history connections?
Dance, drama, music, and related artworks began around the world starting with
the beginning of recorded human history. Encourage students to do
interdisciplinary research through Google Image Search for international dance
forms, such dances as flamenco and Turkish Whirling Devirshes (2006). Students
can answer the questions: What kind of dance is this? Who does it? How do they
do it? Why do they dance in this way? What are they celebrating? What do they
wear? What music accompanies the dance? What artists have captured the
performance and in what medium? Give examples. What emotions do they express?
How did we promote critical thinking? (Gardner, 1983, 1999) stressed the
importance of intrapersonal [communication], spatial, and later added
existential intelligence (Gardner, 1983, 1999). Existential intelligence
explores the question of Why do we live?
By asking students what/with whom/when/where/why they dance, we encourage
them to explore major questions. Students also revealed interpersonal mood and
social rational and existential concerns, such as my nightmares, boredom, or
musical inspiration. In addition, gender differences and skin color emerged as major
representation concerns, but spatial concerns were ambivalent. Then I posed
issues for professors and students to ponder: interdisciplinary connections, style
mixing, and obsession with materialism (symbols of wealth & status that flaunt
“bling bling" attitude by gangsta rappers), social protest warriors, and hypermasculinity syndrome, and counter culture force.
How does dance come back to be representational of a dialog about Human
Rights?
People all a right to express themselves in different ways, including dance, visual
mark-making, music, etc. Students in my sampling communicate their right for
freedom of expression. Not all students know how to dance, especially some of the
boys. They draw very well--the characters spinning on their heads. So they
appreciate the dance movements, even though they don’t know how to do them.
Students indicated several reasons. I pointed out other purposes for dance
including religious ones such as our Native American Powwows and Turkish Whirling
Dervishes.
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What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program?
I enjoy the positive feedback from children and colleagues and publication of my
work. For example, one eighth grader who doesn’t dance could draw and said, “I’m
a poser—a wannabee dancer.” I dance “robot, moonwalk, back-flip, head-spin
[with] sounds—Fwoop and Bwiki.” He identified his dress as poser clothes; yet he is
not a dancer but ‘it’s in my head” (male, 8th). Dr. Eldridge pointed out that these
students don’t see a future for themselves in college—just working. Dr. Eldridge
was surprised, “These kids don’t often hear good things about themselves, so I
constantly reinforce to them that they are intelligent, talented, handsome and
beautiful young men and women. To have another person come around and praise
them as well really helped them to begin to see themselves in a positive light. Dr.
Stokrocki’s praise of one student in particular had a wonderful effect on her. Dr.
Eldridge is very perceptive and dedicated to her students’ self esteem and
expression. Walton (1999) also suggests that the ability to work things out on one's
own is important here, to not be constantly dependant on another person for dance
input or visual stimuli. To learn to live together is one of UNESCO’s charges, so Why
not dance?
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
I mostly use participant observation, questionnaires, interviews, journaling of my
own work as a reflective educator; and e-mail for co-construction with participants.
References
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Dr. Mary Stokrocki, ASU,
past president of the
International Science
and Arts Education
Association, brings
professors from other
countries to discuss
common issues of arts
education and human
rights through artistic
reflection and inquiry.

Dr. Bernard Young, ASU
Art Education, joins Mary
and an international
colleague to examine and
explore common issues in
education through forums
and dialogs that can
enrich arts experiences for
learners of all ages.
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Participant Narratives:
GLOBAL ARTS AND DIVERSE CULTURES

 Esther Vandecar, Taiko Artist
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and cultural engagement?
I am a teaching artist on the Arizona Commission on the Arts and Phoenix City Arts
& Culture rosters, as well as in my private studio. I am also the Director of
Fushicho Daiko, a professional Japanese Taiko -drumming group in Phoenix, AZ,
KOME-SHU (Rice People), Ocotillo Dragon Drummers, and the Phoenix Taiko Kai. I
have been doing this, since my return from 7 years in Japan, since 1992. I also
taught Japanese people how to play Taiko in Japan the last year I was there. My
interesting teaching my art form is form from a faith in the power of the arts to
impassion, empower, enrich and heal the spirit.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Arizona Commission on the Arts and
Phoenix Office Arts & Culture
Phone and/or email: esther@taikoaz.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts and Cultural Engagement are a process of recognizing the
messengers (artists) in the community, the members of that community who would
benefit from arts involvement, and the agencies that can support those
participants. Engaging ourselves from any of these aspects is an act of faith in the
arts.
Program title: Ocotillo Dragon Drummers
Abstract:
Starting from a vision of the then Phoenix Arts Commission under the passionate
leadership of Jocelyn Hanson and her inspired co-dreamers came a Phoenix Office
of Arts & Culture/Phoenix Parks & Recreation program “Pac Arts.” It is a teaching
artist program to serve underserved students. My first year was a learning process
for me, the school, and the students. My next assignment was at Ocotillo
Elementary School and lasted 4 or 5 years. This program was successful because
of the financial support of the city, an innovative school principal, an emotionally
supportive staff and teachers, and students with courage, curious minds and a good
work ethic. My intent when teaching Taiko to children is to foster respect for
themselves, others, and the equipment. It is necessary for them to learn selfresponsibility, teamwork, and dependability. When I’ve succeeded in helping them
see the importance of these things (not an easy task for kids), they, and their
audiences are amazed at their passion, self-confidence, and skill at this ancient
Japanese art form.
My preferred schedule is two hours, twice a week. The first 30 minutes are spent
setting the drums, having a snack, and sharing our thoughts about life and/or
Taiko. The next 90 minutes is devoted to body and rhythm warm-ups and learning
tunes. They learn some basic Japanese greetings, how to introduce themselves,
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and their tunes. Performances, if balanced with classes, are a plus that allows
them to shine.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
#1. Ocotillo Dragon Drummers involves third through sixth graders, but any age is
appropriate. Parents, siblings, and community support are very important.
#2. Although the ethnic theme is Japanese, the issues are self-responsibility,
teamwork, and respect for oneself and others.
#3. Language, music, passion and creativity are all experienced and expressed.
#4. The authenticity of Taiko is engaging but the life lessons remain long after the
students move on from Taiko.
#5. We use reflection and evaluation of self and team as a means of growth. The
first 30 minutes of class are a talking circle, and are considered the most important
by me and the kids.
#6. The process of learning Taiko and performing is social, collaborative, and
democratic. This is not a solo art so cooperative learning is primary. Strong
players support those who lack skill and confidence in the beginning.
#7. Taiko is so versatile that even very young children, as well as non-ambulatory
people, can participate in some capacity.
#8. Teamwork, which Taiko requires, is a skill that translates into the need of
society, family, and the workplace. Communicating our individual needs, and
listening to others, respecting their needs as well as those of the team doesn’t
require a product but almost always results in one.
#9. The children all love to perform and so the goal each term is to provide an
opportunity to honor their hard work and show their school, and family what they
have accomplished. Individually I give them a chance to solo if they want, but
often just a photo album of their own is a memory to cherish.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program?
For short term programs (I teach for a month at a time in elementary schools), we
usually have a culminating event that allows me to revel in their pride in
themselves. For a program like Ocotillo Dragon Drummers my satisfaction comes
from watching them grow in self esteem, team work, and in the pride the whole
school has in them. This kind of development takes a long time, so a school
supported program is the most valuable. Seeing a shy child get up to a microphone
and introduce himself and the next tune in Japanese as well as English is proof
enough to me of success.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
I use verbal surveys (sometimes written), my talking circle conclusions, observation
and occasional interviews.
Esther Vandecar began her Taiko life in Hiroshima and Matsuyama, Japan in 1985
and it changed her life 180 degrees from the International marketing direction she
had been going in. Once she was exposed to the wonderful art form of Taiko Japanese drumming - her passion for it blossomed into a life altering experience for
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her, and ultimately for many others as well. Although her most revered, and
important Taiko teachers are not famous in the United States, they are precious to
her. She has also studied with the best in Japan, such as KODO and Hayashi,
Etetsu, to name just two. According to one of her teachers in Japan, she was the
only foreign woman playing Taiko in Japan in the 80s. The last year she was there
she performed all over Shikoku as a professional Taiko player, and taught a group
of Japanese students how to play Taiko, a far more daunting prospect than even an
audience of 3000 presented. She performs and teaches all over the U.S, and
occasionally in Japan. She is now blessed to return to Japan most years to study
her art form, as well as forging new relationships with other artists in her field.
Esther Vandecar
highlights her
students in Taiko
educational
programming at
local Matsuri
events and other
community
meeting spaces.

Esther not only
delivers musical
and cultural
instruction in
classroom
settings, but
brings her drums
and expertise to
alternative
spaces within the
inner city.
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Participant Narratives:
GLOBAL ARTS AND DIVERSE CULTURES

 Debra Reynolds, StarShine Academy
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am an advocate for STARSHINE Academy, a non-profit organization which creates
schools dedicated to helping every child find their talent and grow into a peaceful,
productive and successful person. I have worked in the capacity of employee and
volunteer with STARSHINE Academy since January of 2005. I have been both a
proponent and participant in the community of arts and culture throughout my life
as an educator, a volunteer and a youth actively involved in music and 4H
programs.
STARSHINE Academy strives to be a model for the future of community schools. At
STARSHINE, we use a diverse set of approaches to inspire children, rigorous
standards, community building, and sophisticated technology. STARSHINE staff,
trained to develop inspiring relationships with students and build effective
partnerships with parents, communities and business leaders, support children’s
emerging talents with inspiration, admiration and encouragement. We all need one
another. STARSHINE Academy’s vision is to spread this approach throughout the
world.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate:
STARSHINE Academy, a non-profit organization.
Phone and/or email: debreynolds@qwest.net
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts are multi-faceted, ever changing and evolving and are an
expression of the present at the time. Community Arts are multi-faceted in that
the 4-H Sewing Club of the 1960’s and the Hip Hop Dance Class of the 2000’s
represent community arts of the time. They are multi-faceted as it is possible for
community to exist in the form of individual, regional, national or global nature. The
arts can only be known as they are at the moment, for they are forever changing
and evolving with new mediums, new forms of expression, renewed interest in the
past, being influenced by resources, opportunities and many other factors.
Community Arts are an expression of interpretation of the present.
Cultural Engagement is the action of participation at a deep level of mind, body and
spirit, connecting seamlessly with the activity and/or the community that surrounds
it, therefore creating an inner connectedness. For some, the experience of cultural
engagement may create a desire to return to that level of connectedness, the
process may be repeated and the activity may become a norm for the present time
and the present community, which could be viewed both in the here and now and
from a historical perspective.
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Program Title: UN Annual International Peace Pals Children’s Art Competition and
Exhibition www.worldpeace.org/peacepalscontests.html
Abstract:
STARSHINE Academy was invited by the World Peace Prayer Society and the Peace
Pals organizations to host the UN 8th Annual International Peace Pals Children’s Art
Competition and Exhibition in 2005 because STARSHINE is a working model for
peace. The purpose of the annual activity is not to find and honor the best child
artists in the world, the purpose is to proactively work towards social change for a
more peaceful world by creating the opportunity for every child in the world, ages
5-15 to visualize and express through artwork what a peaceful world looks like to
them annually. The program is dedicated to nurturing inner peace and global
awareness in children around the world. Each child that enters is sent a certificate
of participation in honor of their efforts. STARSHINE did an exemplary job as host
and found the activity valuable for students and community. They have agreed to
be the regional host for North America for the next three years. This activity
involves community at all levels and continues to evolve to involve more members
of each community, become more effective in the thought process and
methodology of the art work produced, and have increased opportunities to share
the children’s artwork. The project has been staffed and organized with more than
100 community volunteers, the collaborative process and support of several
organizations, educators from all over the world and philanthropic individuals. The
deadline for competition entries is June 15th with the winners and a celebration of
the event held on World Peace Day, September 21st. The intended outcome of the
annual activity is to change the world, we are a more peaceful society by defining
and visualizing what peace looks like and experiencing a peaceful feeling through a
worldwide project that uses community arts and cultural engagement to achieve
this.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice one: Although this is a children’s competition, adults are a direct
participant as well.
 Practice two: Each piece of art work must contain the words “May Peace Prevail
on Earth”. The yearly themes are 2005 “Thank you Nature and 2006 Living in
Balance.”
 Practice three: Literature, Music, Visual Arts
 Practice four: Alejandro’s Gift – Book, May Peace Prevail on Earth – Song
 Practice five: View their work, other entries from around the world, opportunities
to do several entries.
 Practice six: STARSHINE used a mentoring approach to the school entries.
 Practice seven: Students were taught the concept of symbolism and given time to
plan and discuss before engaging in the activity.
 Practice eight: School wide activity, mentoring and group leader created
opportunity for expanded relationships.
 Practice nine: The 11 Days of Global Unity and Sustainability are part of the
STARSHINE celebration as well as the Gala event on September 21st, World Peace
Day.
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What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
My sense of satisfaction when working in a community setting comes during the
program because I work from a place of passion. I love and appreciate my
connection with others and I experience that seamless connectivity with others.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
Reports of statistics from a database, interviews, emails, interviews.
Debra Reynolds credits her small town life on the farm as key to her appreciation
of small wonders, simple beauty and people in general. Music and creativity have
been part of her life since childhood. Deb’s zest for learning and life has provided
her opportunity to be an educator and participant in many levels of the arts in both
Canada and the US.
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The Peace Pole in the
garden of StarShine
Academy is a reminder
to choose peace.

Over 3,000 artworks from Canadian, Mexican
and American children were juried at
StarShine to compete in Ethiopia, Africa for
the international Peace Pals competition and
exhibition. The Ice House in Phoenix was
the art space to highlight many of the North
American winners and to celebrate the
International Day of Peace –
September 21.
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Participant Narratives:
HEALING AND WELLNESS
 Sharon Stetter, Community Arts
Advocate

Healing and wellness are paramount concerns in our society. Confronted with the
issues of obesity in our children, random violence, increasing numbers of people
suffering with depression and stress, it is no wonder. The arts are important tools
in curing what ails societies. The act of creating and appreciating the arts elevates
ones sense of well being and expands a sense of self awareness. Participating in
the creative process builds confidence and self esteem and the ability to advocate
for ones self, putting us on the road to wellness.
I have come into the arena of healing and wellness through the back door, my
involvement in art dealing and art education became my springboard toward
healing arts. In addressing a group of 5th graders in an art class on the day after
the Columbine High school tragedy, we engaged in a lively discussion of the
emotional effects of destruction vs. creation. Teaching children to channel their
anger, fear, and sadness into positive rewarding experiences of creativity, hope and
compassion, meant recognizing that pounding on something when you are angry is
truly rewarding if the end product is something that you have built and not
something that you have destroyed.
Years later through Integral Yoga training I found the Sanskrit term, for this
practice of reversing negative thoughts into positive ones, in the yoga sutras.
Pratipaksha bhavanam is what I taught those children on that day. Today I
recognize the art and science of yoga as a profound tool accessible to every age.
Yoga is not merely about moving the body into unusual postures; it is about
developing strong creative minds in bodies of optimal health with hearts full of
compassion and living with supreme peace and joy. It is profound to consider what
a community is capable of if given the right tools.
Sharon Stetter has been passionate about art’s worthiness from a very young
age. Her first meaningful job working in a local art gallery at the age of 17, lead
her to her first career as an art dealer. Intent on finding the business side of art
was a counter attack on the belief her father held that her artist brother could not
make a living as an artist. She became the director of a local gallery at the age of
21, and by the age of 25 she was opening my own office, brokering, consulting, and
appraising fine art.
During the early gallery years she had become acutely aware of the camaraderie
that artists and collectors could share, but recognized that the environment bred a
certain aloofness which separated the artist from his audience. So she began
producing weekend tours to artist’s studios, creating opportunities to bring the two
together, in so doing, the collector moved into the realm of patron. The
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relationship that was created between the artist and the collector was always more
meaningful than the mere selling of the artwork. She finds that the thoughtfulness
that goes into the creation of art is at some level the same thoughtfulness that it
takes to appreciate that artwork.
Thirty years later, from that first job selling art, she has owned and operated her
own businesses including a few galleries. She has volunteered in the public schools
to bring art appreciation and give permission to young artists to pursue their
visions. She has been agent to several artists and produced nearly 100 exhibitions.
Recently she’s enjoyed a relaxing of her business pursuits to become a yoga
instructor, though she still finds herself curating the occasional exhibit as she is
doing now for the Cultural Arts Coalition. Her passionate belief, that understanding
creation is the fastest road to understanding our true nature, our source, is held
together when she witnesses the relationship of art and community.
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Sharon Stetter was instrumental in planning this document and served as curator for
the 2006 Cultural Arts Coalition exhibition "Community Arts in Dialog and Action
2006," which focused on artists who are engaged with community concerns.
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Participant Narratives:
HEALING AND WELLNESS
 Barbara Kennedy, Artist, Author, Relationship Coach, Community
Activist
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
Health Promotion and Social Work. I have been working in the community for over
twenty years lecturing and promoting preventive and wellness programs.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate:
 Member Boys & Girls Club Auxiliary of Greater Scottsdale AZ – current
 Member National Association of Social Workers (NASWAZ) – current
 Member American College of Healthcare Executives, 1994-1998
 Member American Public Health Associates, 1994- 2000
 Board member American Cancer Society – fundraising & public education,
1985-95
 Board member Greenwich Art Society, Greenwich CT, 1988-1996
 Board member Greenwich Council for the Arts, Greenwich CT, 1992-1996
 Board member Lion’s Club, Treasurer, White Plains, NY, 1986-1990
 Board member Stamford Arts Council, Stamford CT, 1992-1996
 Member Arizona Author’s Association - current
 Member National League of American Pen Women, Wash DC, since 1994
 Published author of two books: Second Chance Ranch 2005 – A 2005
Southwest Book of the Year; The Holding Pen – A Collection of Unusual Love
Prose - 2006 (Madison Avenue Publishers, LLC)
 Featured article ‘The Art of Papier Mache’ – Paperworks Magazine, February
2006
 Published reviews: Health Promotion and Aging—Practical Applications for
Health Professionals. Activities, Adaptation & Aging, Haworth Press, Inc.,
Volume 30, 1 ‘05.
Phone and/or email: BarbaraKennedy1220@msn.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Art is an exchange of information in various mediums, within a
community, and between individuals and groups, in a creative and expressive
manner. It can be singular and reflective, as in a personal narrative or painting. It
can be collaborative, as in a community patchwork quilt or a musical event. The
partnership exists in that there is a means of expression and a venue by which it
can be viewed or heard by interested others -- Viewed as a win-win opportunity to
exhibit artists’ expressive work for a broad audience, at the same time helping to
enhance the healing environment. The expectation is that there will always be
venues to show and perform, to make available to the entire community and the
community will in turn continue to create, support and fund artistic programs and
projects.
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Program Title: Narrative Therapy - Writing your way to wellness
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
Art and its role in healing and wellness are well documented. Art heals. There are
thousands of artists and certified expressive-arts therapists working in all kinds of
community and healthcare settings—hospitals, rehabilitation centers, mental health
facilities, prisons, nursing homes and hospices—helping people do “soul work”
through media such as music, dance, movement, words, paint and clay.
The visual, literary, performing arts and crafts are enriching the healing process by
bringing restoration and relief to patients, their families and the entire staff.
In 1888, Florence Nightingale wrote: The effect in sickness of beautiful objects, of
variety of objects, and especially brilliancy of color is hardly at all appreciated. I
have seen in fevers the most acute suffering produced from the patient not being
able to see out the window. I shall never forget the rapture of fever patients over a
bunch of bright colored flowers. People say the effect is only in the mind. It is no
such thing. The effect is on the body, too. Little as we know about the way in which
we are affected by form, by color and light, we do know this, they have an actual
physical affect. Variety of form and brilliancy of color in the objects presented to
patients are actual means of recovery.”
Barbara Kennedy, M.P.H., M.S.W. is a cognitive behavioral therapist in
Scottsdale, AZ. She graduated from Arizona State University School of Public
Programs, and New York Medical College School of Public Health. She was inducted
into the National League of American Pen Women in Greenwich CT in 1994 for her
accomplishments in the arts there; she has shown her works in various mediums in
group and one-person shows. Her first novel “Second Chance Ranch,” a personal
narrative about caretaking, loss and grieving, received a ‘2005 Southwest book of
the year’ designation. Art heals.

Painting by Barbara Kennedy on view as
part of the CAC Community Exhibition at
ASU Mercado Oct. 2006. "The Real First
Family" (acrylic and canvas, 54"H X
48"W).
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Participant Narratives:
HEALING AND WELLNESS
 Christy Puetz, Program Director, Beads of Courage, Inc.
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
Previously the Museum Educator at The Bead Museum (over 4 years), Visual Artist
(16 years), Arizona Commission on the Arts Roster Artist and Director of Program
Development for Beads of Courage®
Organizational affiliation if appropriate:
COBA, National Arts Education Association, Cultural Arts Coalition, Society of the
Arts in Healthcare, Museum Association of Arizona Board Member
Phone and/or email: girlxty@hotmail.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
The arts and cultural experiences are some of the most important means to
communicate and connect with groups and individuals of all ages, abilities and
backgrounds. They open up a dialogue for communities to heal, enrich, discover
other cultural traditions and to be creative in their own way.
Program Title: Healing and Wellness: Giving Courage to Kids with Cancer
Abstract:
The best way to explain how arts can heal is to give an example. I have been
working with The Bead Museum and Beads of Courage ® developing programming
for the past year and a half. An example of the work that we do in the community
is a camp for survivors of childhood cancer called “Camp Rainbow.” For the past
two summers the campers have created “Honoring Boxes.” The workshop was
developed by The Bead Museum’s Education and Community Outreach Department
as a means for participants of all ages to honor their ancestors, families and selves.
During the workshop, campers were encouraged to honor themselves, their
accomplishments and to tell their personal stories through the creation of their
honoring box. Campers both young and old used pictures, text, natural materials
and, most importantly, beads to embellish their boxes. The project’s focal bead
was the milagro which means “miracle” in Spanish. Jean Baruch (President of
Beads of Courage) commented that “The honoring box provided an innovative
format that encouraged the children to look within themselves and express related
worries they may have had and/or successes in their cancer treatment, health and
healing.”
Beads of Courage’s mission is to “promote the well being of children suffering from
cancer, and their families, by strengthening resilience-based protective processes,
and preventing illness-related negative effects that can occur from cancer diagnosis
and related treatments.” This community connection was a perfect match.
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Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People: All ages
need to play, discover and express themselves. Community arts have the
opportunity to provide a creative outlet for the entire community.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven: Many types of arts programming can
include cultural, historical and multi-disciplinary themes.
 Practice Three: Experimental and Expressive: Because we all take in information
and experience situations in different ways, the inclusion of hands-on objects,
literature, movement, music and visual arts becomes vital.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic: The creation of programming that is not
“finished project” oriented opens up the individual or group to express personal
feelings, honor self and others, feel comfort and simply relax. The arts are an
outlet for expression on the path to wellness.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative: An exhibition is an opportunity to honor
participants for what they have created/written in the public. When the two are
combined, the heartfelt meaning of the experience really comes through.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic: Exploring the stories and
experiences of other cultures, we all can learn more about ourselves and change
misconceptions.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate: Part of the success of a program
is to include everyone and to adapt to their personal abilities and goals.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented: An essential component. Bringing in
community artists can really enhance the experience for everyone involved.
Artist can breathe a new energy and also expose participants to new ways of
thinking, listening and seeing.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative: Community coming together for exhibit, presentation,
dance, theatre or discussion is an amazing way to show what you have
experienced throughout your experience. A public display is a great way to honor
for achievements.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
A great feeling of satisfaction comes from the dialogues that begin while the
artwork is being created. When an adult or child experiences feelings of comfort,
empowerment, creativity and wonder you know they have been changed by the
experience.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
I feel the best ways to asses the experience of an art making activity is through a
written reflection, photo documentation, show and tell, interviews, performance or
an exhibition.
Christy Puetz has been telling stories though the dimensional/textural/colorful art
objects that she creates since 1990. Starting at the University of North Dakota,
receiving a Bachelor of Fine Arts with a fiber art focus, her artwork has been
exhibited, collected, produced in publications and shown as public art. The world of
beads brought her to Arizona (formerly from Minnesota) where she became the
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Museum Educator at The Bead Museum, a position that eventually lead Christy to
Beads of Courage ®. The relationship she has with Beads of Courage ® has added
a whole new meaning to the use of the arts for healing. As the Director of Program
Development, Christy is driven to create programming that will encourage, honor
and help in the healing process for kids and families coping with cancer.

Christy Puetz talks about the power of beads to represent events and
stories in ones life. These events are recorded by special “Beads
Of Courage” given to children who are in a healing process.
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Participant Narratives:
HEALING AND WELLNESS
 Jean Baruch RN, President, Beads of Courage, Inc.
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
The mission of Beads of Courage is to provide innovative supportive care programs
for children coping with cancer, their families, and the health care providers who
care for them. Our organization is unique in that we partner with health care
organizations to provide our flagship Beads of Courage Program at the bedside for
children that are receiving active treatment for a life threatening illness. We have
been providing the Beads of Courage Program for over 4 years now at Phoenix
Children’s Hospital and have since successfully established the Program in over 16
additional children’s hospitals across the nation.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Beads of Courage, Inc. (a 501(c)(3)
tax-exempt organization)
Phone and/or email: jbaruch@beadsofcourage.net
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts and Cultural Engagement are those programs and activities that
employ a variety of art modalities to assist, support, or engage an identified group
of individuals (i.e. community or culture).
Program Title: Helping Children Cope with Cancer through the Beads of Courage
Program
Abstract:
The Beads of Courage (BOC) Program is a supportive care intervention for children
coping with cancer that is currently utilized by 16 children’s hospitals across the
nation. The BOC Program was first piloted at Phoenix Children’s Hospital in
February 2000. Since that time, the Beads of Courage non-profit has worked
diligently to establish the Program in children’s hospitals throughout the nation.
Program description: Through the BOC Program children acquire different colored
beads that serve as tangible, visible symbols of the many procedures and
treatments they experience during cancer treatment. The purpose of the BOC
Program is to provide children with something tangible that they can use to tell
about their treatment experience during, and after completion of treatment. The
resilience-based goals of the BOC Program are to: decrease illness-related
distress; increase engagement coping strategies; increase derived meaning; and
increase perceived social support. Findings from a pilot study completed at Phoenix
Children’s Hospital indicates that the BOC Program serves as a visible illness
narrative which helps to provide meaning to the illness experience and mediates
suffering in childhood cancer survivors. Ongoing BOC Program evaluation is being
conducted along with additional Program offerings for siblings, parents and the
health care provider.
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Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
The Beads of Courage (BOC) Program was developed in a thoughtful manner and
utilizes several of the concepts outlined in the Guiding Principles for Community
Arts. A critical component of the BOC Program is that our organization partners
with a health care organization for implementation success. This involves a 3 hour
on-site training session in which the key interdisciplinary health care providers are
trained in the background, the targeted outcomes, and strategies for implementing
the BOC Program. This on-site training component is essential for relationship
building (Principle 8); ensuring ownership of the Program by the health care partner
(Principle 1); and for successful implementation of the BOC Program so that
outcomes are achieved (Principle 6). The BOC Program itself is designed to support
the child that is actively receiving treatment for cancer. In order for the underlying
goals of the BOC Program to be achieved, the Program is experiential and
expressive (Principle 3) for the participating children; and the BOC Program is an
ongoing reflective and evaluative experience for the child (Principle 5). Finally,
given that the BOC Program is a resilience-based supportive care intervention,
much attention is given to the need to honor and acknowledge these very
courageous children (Principle 9).
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
Although we are always evaluating the BOC Program from a research perspective to
determine whether or not we are achieving resilience-based outcomes, our deepest
satisfaction come from the comments of gratitude, and the photographs of children
with their Beads of Courage collections that we receive. Another marker of success
is when we are contacted by other hospitals that are interested in establishing the
Beads of Courage Program for their pediatric oncology patients.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
We use qualitative research methods because they are very useful for obtaining the
perspective of those actually experiencing the phenomenon and when one is
interested in evaluating a Program during implementation. We gathered our pilot
data from 4 sources including: written evaluations completed by providers; a tape
recorded focus group with providers; poster feedback from children (“tell us what
your Beads of Courage mean to you”); and film footage of individual interviews with
children.
Jean Baruch is a graduate of the University of Arizona, College of Nursing
baccalaureate program and is currently a doctoral candidate in the PhD Program at
the College of Nursing. Jean developed the Beads of Courage Program and in
March 2005 founded the Beads of Courage non-profit organization. Currently, Jean
is the President of Beads of Courage, Inc. As President, she coordinates ongoing
program development, and relationship building with critical Program partners
which includes the International Society of Glass Beadmakers, and The Bead
Museum along with numerous Program Sponsoring organizations.
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Participant Narratives:
FAMILY, INTIMACY AND
NEIGHBORHOODS

 Bernadette Mills, West Valley
Fine Arts Council
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and cultural engagement?
I am the Director of Programs and Education for the West Valley Arts Council. For
the past 3 years I have been building the performing arts season from a few
performances a year to over 30 performances and festivals each year
encompassing venues throughout the West Valley. As a Council for the West
Valley, we strive to reach a wide audience in all the communities we serve by
dividing our season into the Imagination and Innocence series for families, the
Cultura de los Arts series, which celebrates the Latino culture and the Sampler
series, which includes a broad range of performances to all tastes. The other
portion of my position is dedicated to working with our local school districts to help
provide quality arts experiences to the students including an in-school performing
arts matinees, master workshops and residencies, summer arts camps and a public
art program for teens.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: West Valley Arts Council
Phone and/or email: 623-935-6384, bmills@westvalleyarts.org
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
As a local arts organization that fosters community connections through our annual
festivals and programs like Gallery 37, I have firsthand experience in seeing the
effects of how community art-making can nurture belonging and connections to
culture. Our 2 main festivals, the Lakeside Symphony Pops concert and our Native
American Arts Festival have been going on in the West Valley for over 13 years.
From the volunteers who have been working the events since inception to the music
lovers and art collectors who plan their schedules around our dates—these festivals
are a tradition to many families in our area. Furthermore, each festival includes a
children’s art tent to truly create a hands-on family experience. We often find just
as many parents doing the arts activities as the kids. The art tent is always a hub
of activity, creativity and community. I’ve noticed over conversations with
volunteers and patrons of our festivals a sense of pride at being associated with
these 2 fine arts events. With the seemingly overnight growth of the West Valley,
its an honor that our organization can offer this sense of history and cultural
tradition to the community.
Abstract:
Gallery 37 is an annual public art program for teens that has been instrumental in
producing and installing public art in the West Valley for the past 7 years. Every
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year we hire and rehire up to 20 teens to work with master artists. With artmaking the focus and public art as the output, it is imperative that the community
we create among the students within the classroom (through discussion, teamwork
and production) creates a project that is effective in initiating dialogue and
understanding among the general public that encounters the project within the
environment.
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Participant Narratives:
FAMILY, INTIMACY AND NEIGHBORHOODS

 Susan Bendix, Dance Educator, Herrera School for Fine Arts
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I direct the dance program at Herrera School for the Fine Arts. It is an arts magnet
for K-8th grades located in South Phoenix and the only school of its kind in the
state.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Herrera School for the Fine Arts
Phone and/or email: susanbendix@yahoo.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community art-making is dialogue. It is the discovery of voice. It is a context
where differences and similarities are explored through creative process. We are
bound as human beings through universal commonalities, however diverse our
social and cultural identities. The act of naming difference opens space for dialogue
where commonalities are revealed.
Creative process, in which all participants are co-investigators, co-creators,
authenticates inquiry and fortifies community. It becomes a pedagogy of liberation.
It is the self that processes ideas. It is the self that grows toward consciousness.
Our roles and monikers often precede and define us, obscuring this most basic
element, obscuring a potential for deep connected meaning within community. We
live in a polarized society, (us-them, white-other, have’s –have-nots). It is a society
driven by an excessive consumerism that is shoved into all corners of our lives,
quietly disconnecting us from our selves and each other.
Community creative
process offers a respite where meaning, self and connection can be reclaimed.
Program Title: Herrera School for the Fine Arts Motion Project
Abstract:
The dance program at Herrera is home to a vibrant innovative performance group
consisting of inner city youth (12-14 years old). These students engage in
sophisticated choreographic investigation resulting in dynamic work. My goal and
wish for this group is that they experience authentic, meaningful artistic process
and hopefully discover their individual expressive voices. I hope to highlight the
beauty and insight these children bring to the field of dance.
The initial organization of this work was serendipitous. I will elaborate in my
presentation.
We also have a pioneering partnership with (Arizona State University’s) department
of dance resident dance company Dance Arizona Repertory Theater (DART), which
is under the direction of Mary Fitzgerald and Jennifer Tsukayama. The combined
group of university and Herrera dancers work together collaboratively to create
original work. We have an annual public community performance.
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Rehearsal time and social time spent is split between Herrera School and Arizona
State University, Tempe campus. Herrera students are linked up with DART
students and spend unstructured time together. Then the combined group gathers
and spends structured time in which art investigation takes place. The students are
also linked by e-mail. Friendships and relationships develop and, consequently,
greatly influence the work. This process begins in the fall and ends in the spring.
We work together approximately once a week and more frequently as performance
draws near.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. My work
deals with exploration of the self as a starting point for the generation of
material. There is not an external ideal that is strived for, rather the ideal is
internal and tapped.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven, We live “storied” existences, borne out in
politics, culture, self, relationships, experience and power. Our stories are in our
bodies. Movement is narrative, metaphoric and articulate.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. My work thoroughly embraces this
principle.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. I incorporate language (Spanish and
English) into my work. Language enhances comprehension and deepens
understanding.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. The main reflective tool has been
conversation about process and performance critique.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. Just as democratic process
can be a messy one in government; it is the same in the studio. Understanding
self and working together with peers and others can be intense and difficult. The
full spectrum is included.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. Parents are fully informed about
their child’s participation in dance. They are encouraged to attend rehearsals and
participate in production. The ASU students go through a rigorous orientation
about dealing with minors.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. Much of our choreographic work is
developed in relationship.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. Performance is celebration. At the end of all Herrera
DART performances, the entire audience is invited on stage to dance.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
Satisfaction surfaces when I perceive strong creative voices from my students.
Satisfaction surfaces when I recognize a shift and growth in myself. I’m often on
quixotic terrain as a director, not at all sure how something will unfold.
I feel satisfaction when I see that an environment was developed where risk taking
happened. It means that intuition was brought to the process and depth was
explored. Success? I’m not sure how I define it anymore.
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What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
We have done written and verbal evaluations.
Susan Bendix received a BA in dance and choreography from the University of
California, Riverside and a Master of Fine Arts in performance and choreography
from Arizona State University. She’s performed professionally in the US and Europe
and is a dance artist with the Arizona Commission on the Arts. She has done
extensive movement work with inner city youth and incarcerated youth. She
directs the dance program at Herrera School for the Fine Arts in Phoenix AZ and
works with educators to infuse dance into academic curriculum.
Susan has
presented numerous papers nationally and internationally, on social and
pedagogical perspectives of dance.

Susan Bendix’s class at Herrera School participating in a project with
ASU’s Dance Arizona Repertory Theater (DART)
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Participant Narratives:
FAMILY, INTIMACY AND NEIGHBORHOODS

 Eugene Grigsby, Coalition of Blacks & Others for the Arts (COBA)
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I came to Arizona in 1946 to teach at Carver School, a segregated high school for
Black youth in Phoenix. I continued my teaching career at Phoenix Union High
School and then at Arizona State University as a professor of art education. My
family was very involved in the Civil Rights movement. I am the founder and
chairperson of COBA (Consortium of Black Organizations and Others for the Arts)
since 1983. My visual arts were exhibited recently at the Phoenix Art Museum,
Penn State University and the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Many of
my artworks currently hang at the ASU College of Public Works, 411 N. Central,
Phoenix.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: I am a member of many professional
arts and educational organizations throughout the United States, in which I am still
actively involved. As professor emeritus from ASU I interact in the academic
community and continue to direct the programming and operation of COBA.
Phone and/or email: jgrigsby@asu.edu
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community arts engagement is very important as a means of stimulating discussion
concerning issues of everyday life. The arts are a vital means to enrich
neighborhoods. Without the arts the community becomes sterile.
Program Title: Consortium of Black Organizations and Others or the Arts.
Abstract:
COBA came into being in 1983 when the Heard Museum was producing a major
exhibit of African Art and requested I curate the exhibition. Before agreeing I
asked that the planning and producing of the exhibit involve the African American
community. Letters were sent to organizations and individuals inviting participation
in this program. Many people from the Black community became involved in a
variety of ways. In conjunction with the exhibition of African Art at the Heard
Museum, Arizona State University, with the help of COBA members, produced a
major symposium on African Art. International artists and scholars came to
Phoenix to participate in this event. The culmination of all these activities in 1985
set the stage for future COBA programs. To put its mission into practice, COBA
began to support a group of artists, ABC/AZ, Artists of the Black
Community/Arizona. COBA joined with the Phoenix Opportunities Industrialization
Center (OIC) and the Arizona Bank to produce its first major ABC/AZ exhibition in
1986. These exhibitions still occur in very public places throughout Arizona.
COBA with community partners has produced for the past 22 years inner city high
school youth art exhibits and in 1987 COBA joined with the Martin Luther King
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Celebration Committee each January to produce an exhibition of works from
selected Arizona elementary schools at the state capitol.
Every two years COBA introduces a major African American artist to the Greater
Phoenix Community at a formal dinner. The first was Katherine Dunham, renowned
dance impresario, then Maya Angelou, Elizabeth Catlett, Harry Belefonte, Danny
Glover, etc. Youth from inner city schools are provided scholarship funding to
attend these events along with the symposium programming that accompanies the
formal dinners. To promote an understanding of and support for the African and
African American Arts and artists COBA has partnered on many projects with local
cultural institutions like the Phoenix Art Museum and Scottsdale Center for the Arts.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts”
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. From its
inception COBA’s purposefulness of focus and mission has been to reach out to a
community of persons of color and provide a means for dialog and support about
artistic expressions that deal with cultural values, ideas, beliefs and concerns.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. The programming always deals with
themes that have a universal focus and promote dialogue and/or create a rich,
interdisciplinary learning experience in safe community settings. This includes
working within all types of school facilities and after school sites as well as
promoting local and nationally recognized artists of color.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. When the arts are understood as a
means of communication within the environmental setting, they engage children
and/or adults in active learning and participation, drawing on a full range of
communicative media: storytelling, writing, literature, dance or movement,
theatre, music and visual arts incorporating all the senses. This philosophy for
COBA has been defined within my book, Art & Ethics: Background for Teaching
youth in a Pluralistic Society, c. 1977, Wm. C. Brown Company Publishers.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. During the many years of the youth inner
city exhibitions sponsored by COBA a reflective writing component is part of the
submission process along with the youths’ artworks. Also integrated arts
symposiums are held during alternating years when a guest artist is brought to
Phoenix.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. Monthly COBA meetings support
reflection and assessment of ongoing community arts engagement as well as the
COBA newsletters and are very important to the vitality of the organization that
has been sustained for 23 years.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. COBA’s membership is open to
all people of diverse cultural backgrounds. Not only does it meet the needs of
local artists of all ages, but also educational summer programming at OIC
provides art scholarships and educational opportunities for youth from
economically depressed communities.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. All programming is age
appropriate, following child and youth development guidelines, providing learning
environments that enable participants to create connections between content
areas and understand context as well as absorb content. Learning experiences
involve investigative processes, self-monitoring and problem-solving skills that
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engage higher-order thinking. This includes providing arts learning within
structured and unstructured safe meeting spaces.
Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. COBA is all about relationship building
within community settings utilizing the arts as a vehicle for dialog that examines
and explores social and cultural concerns that deal with real life issues and human
rights.
Practice Nine: Celebrative. COBA recognizes and honors both individually and
collectively its members through community celebrations. In partnership with
Arizona State University the Department of Public Work sponsors yearly
luncheons for all the inner city high school students who participate in the yearly
art competition and exhibition.

Dr. Eugene Grigsby was a student at Moorehouse College from 1935-1938,
studied with Hale Woodruff who introduced him to African Art, Picasso and modern
art. After Moorehouse he raised $125 to pay for study in New York City for a year.
Enroute from Charlotte, Grigsby met Robert Gwathmey who advised him to attend
the American Artist School. The first person he met on his first night in New York
was Jacob Lawrence who introduced him to other North Carolina artists, Charles
Alston and Romare Bearden. In 1939 the state of North Carolina paid for Grigsby’s
graduate studies at Ohio State University, because of segregation in North Carolina.
Following a tour of duty in the army during WWII Grigsby accepted a job teaching
art in 1946 at Carver High School, Phoenix. Taking advantage of the GI Bill Grigsby
continued his education during the summers at New York University receiving his
doctoral degree. Dr. Grigsby has taught in Arizona from 1946 until he retired as an
Art Education professor from Arizona State University in 1988. He remains a very
vital member of the local, national and international communities as an artist,
educator, chairperson of COBA, community activist, husband and father.

Dr. Eugene Grigsby, Jr., professor emeritus ASU, continues to work through COBA in
partnership with many community arts organizations, including the Cultural Arts Coalition.
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COBA has sponsored youth within the community for over 20 years in its yearly
Madeline Hardy Inner City Arts Exhibition and Awards Ceremony.
Through this program many art students have received recognition and
scholarship funding to pursue degrees in higher education.
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Participant Narratives:
FAMILY, INTIMACY AND NEIGHBORHOODS

 Judy Butzine, Coalition of Blacks & Others for the Arts (COBA)
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
For the past 15 years I have designed, coordinated and helped fund cultural arts
programming for individuals of all ages as they examine and explore universal life
issue themes through an interactive and reflective process that embraces an
integrated arts experience.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Co-Founder of the Cultural Arts
Coalition, Community arts advocate and practitioner
Phone and/or email: jhb6@mindspring.com; http://www.artsCARE.org
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
The use of integrated arts/multidisciplinary learning processes in diverse
community settings that engage the participant in a dialog that deals with
“Universal Shared Human Concerns”: Who am I? Where did I come from? What is
my purpose for being? And/or where will I go when I die?
Program Title: African Journey: the Bridge
Abstract:
A member of COBA (Consortium of Black Organizations and Others for the Arts) for
10 years in 2001, it was important for me to design an arts curriculum to
acknowledge the significant accomplishments of Dr. Eugene Grigsby, Jr. Founder
and director of COBA when his artworks were exhibited at the Phoenix Art Museum
in 2001, Grigsby is professor emeritus, Arizona State University, Art Education.
Working with Dr. Bernard Young, ASU Art Education professor, to create a video
interview with Dr. Grigsby as the art history component of the lesson it was also
essential to disseminate this lesson to all Phoenix District High Schools art teachers,
many former art education students of Dr. Grigsby. Janet Broyles, art teacher at
South Mountain High School, facilitated these arrangements. Over a school
quarter, this lesson plan with information concerning the cosmology and arts of the
Kuba people residing on the fertile lands of equatorial Africa in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo was presented to over 1,500 students. The Kuba artistic
designs/values and beliefs were compared and contrasted to the imagery, designs,
colors and themes within the contemporary artworks of Eugene Grigsby, Jr.
The lesson begins with The Giving Tree, by Shel Silverstein in a reading circle
(reminiscent of the communal tribal storytelling circle). The book’s message
becomes a metaphor (the tree of life containing a vital force), representing life’s
phases connecting our lives and the lives of the Kuba people to those within our
communities. The Kuba wooden objects and masks remind us of UNIVERSAL
ARCHETYPES (PERSONHOOD FIGURES): warrior, king, priest, mother/child and
elders.
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Participants at the various district high schools were to examine ad explore the
curriculum in their art classes creating their own artworks concerning their symbolic
representations of life’s stories and personhood figures. These hundreds of
artworks were juried then exhibited at the State Capitol, Phoenix Art Museum,
Scottsdale Center for the Arts, Sky Harbor Airport and Carver Museum during the
following year, giving honor and respect to the students’ interpretations of the
lesson plan. Participants’ reflective writings accompanied their artworks. Lesson
plan available at: http://www.artsCARE.org (COBA on the top menu).
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. When
working with the COBA governing board on a special event, it became apparent
that COBA needed to give honor to the artistic and academic accomplishments of
Dr. Eugene Grigsby through a community educational activity. By first
contacting the art teachers for their collaboration and input a curriculum was
designed and facilitated for high school students. The Phoenix Art Museum
docents were also trained with this curriculum to support the exhibition of Eugene
Grigsby’s art at the Phoenix Art Museum.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. By comparing and contrasting the artworks
of Eugene Grigsby with their significant themes and the artworks of the Kuba
people who present stories of their cosmology this criteria was met. Please note
the artwork featured in this documentation booklet called “The Family” by Eugene
Grigsby, Jr.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. Once again the context of Grigsby’s
artworks in comparison to understanding the context of the Kuba people’s art is
very significant. These universal themes and material, artistic expressions come
out of communal settings that cannot be separated from the story telling circles,
music and performance that enrich the humanity of a community.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. Literature is very significant as a means to
present information about life lessons. In this case the book, The Giving Tree,
was introduced as a means to discuss the concept of a vital force in Kuba
artworks that is given importance as more than mere decoration. The same is to
be said for the visual imagery within the artworks of Eugene Grigsby. His art
represents a culture with a purposefulness of focus on ideas, values and beliefs
from this community of individuals.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. The assessment of the art of these
participants is not on the final product, but on the understanding of what the
process meant to each one. This two-paragraph overview is written to discuss
how the art making activity is relevant and important to one’s life. Also what new
information did the individual learn.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. During this instructional time
the September terrorist attack occurred in New York City. The sculpture class
 of George Reilly at South Mountain H. S. took time to spontaneously focus their
understanding that wooden forms can carry the spirit of individuals when created
in this context. Over 200 youth created stick figures representing many of those
who died in the twin towers. They then mounted these fabric, beaded. ribbon
and wired sculptures onto two large wooden pyramids giving honor to all of those
who died in the attack.
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 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. Each art teacher by taking the
overall lesson plan modified to each of their classes, determined the
developmental needs of those particular youth. Mike Prepsky, ceramics teacher
at South Mountain H.S., facilitated this activity in classes with beginning and
advanced students. He was amazed at the complexity of technique the
beginning students were able to manipulate. He feels this was due in large part
to the rich subject matter.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. All of the participants in this project were
given background information about the community life of the Kuba people who
have lived in harmony and balance for hundreds of years. They were also
introduced to Eugene Grigsby, a member of the greater Phoenix community since
1946. His work in civil rights, education, arts and relationship building is a basis
for the context of his art. All of this was explained in the art history and art
inquiry component of the lesson. Discussion about COBA and the reason for the
development and implementation of this lesson plan was also conveyed in both
the accompanying literature and the interview video with Eugene Grigsby.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. Exhibition of these youths’ artworks toured the city
during the following 12 months at the Phoenix Art Museum, Sky Harbor Airport,
the State Capitol, the Scottsdale Center for the Arts and Carver Museum.
 Receptions were held for these youth and their families.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
When I see the expression on a youth’s (adult’s) face during a moment of total
awareness to the understanding of the importance of this project to oneself. When
I hear them talk about their work to others. Or when I read their reflective
writings. Outsiders viewing their art and talking about its value is also a big
indicator of the success of the overall project.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
Community exhibitions or performances, participants’ reflective writings,
professional presentations and discussions, teacher workshops, and professional
journal articles.
Judy Butzine is a social worker and was a health care professional for 20 years,
utilizing the arts as healing modalities in stress management and preventive health
care. Her awareness and appreciation of the arts since her youth and her
background as a program developer in the health care field brought her to an arts
organization in the early 90’s. She volunteered to provide definition and structure
to a networking and advocacy role for this organization in the arts community. The
artists involved from all walks of life focused on the arts dealing specifically with
issues of environmental awareness, healing and cultural diversity and tolerance.
From her position within this arts organization Judy formed ArtWeb at the Boys &
Girls Clubs of Metropolitan Phoenix. She designed and coordinated this youth
development programming with an emphasis on a literature based arts/cultural
participation process. Her six years of success led her to The Bead Museum, as a
volunteer education coordinator working primarily in community settings with
meaningful thematic lesson plans.
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In 2002 she was recognized as a Volunteer of the Month by The Arizona Republic
newspaper in an editorial written, “Saving Arizona’s Children.” Through the past 15
years of community involvement and relationship building with amazing and
compassionate people, Judy has co-founded a state organization called the Cultural
Arts Coalition/Celebrating Global Connections. During the past year she has taught
a graduate class at the university level called “Community Engagement in and
Through the Arts”. And she is currently facilitating an internship for an AmeriCorps
recipient to become an urban center arts coordinator.

Kuba (Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa) artifacts, worn during
activities of daily life, contain symbols representing the values, ideas
and beliefs of a community. Dr. Grigsby utilized this imagery to
explore his African heritage and to depict these stories in his art.
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Eugene Grigsby’s art became the material for an art history lesson that
was disseminated to all Phoenix Union High School District art students
as an integrated arts lesson unit. The youths’ art was later exhibited
at the Arizona State Capitol, Phoenix Art Museum, Carver Museum,
Estrella Mountain Community College and the Tempe Public Library.
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Participant Narratives:
FAMILY, INTIMACY AND NEIGHBORHOODS

 Kathryn Coe PhD, University of Arizona, Author
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am faculty in the College of Public Health at the University of Arizona. My research
and academic interest is in culture and health. Specifically, I am interested in the
evolution and function of traditions often seen as peripheral to social life, namely
the arts, as well as those often seen as central to social living, namely kinship
systems and the legal and moral systems that support them. Through research I
attempt to show that these traditions, alone and in their interrelationships, are
effective methods (a) for transmitting important information from one individual
and one generation to the next; (b) for influencing behaviors, and thus for
promoting behavior change, (c) for buffering individuals against the stresses and
vicissitudes of life, and (d) for promoting programmatic sustainability. As an
anthropologist I also have long been interested in involving the community in the
research, long before we called this process community-based participatory
research. I also regularly create programs for communities on a wide range of
topics.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of
Public Health, University of Arizona
Phone and/or email: kcoe@azcc.arizona.edu
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community arts: Forms of art (e.g., music, plastic arts, dance, theatre) found in
the community or made collectively by community members
Cultural engagement: Social interactions involving some aspect of culture—art,
religion, politics, etc.
Title: It takes families to create a village. It takes a moral system and the arts to
create and sustain families.
Abstract:
For many years it has been asserted, although no solid evidence is provided, that
the arts play a fundamentally important role in society. It has been hypothesized,
for example, that the arts promote cooperation, even though history makes clear
that the arts often have been used, to provide only one example, as ethnic markers
that encourage hatred of those who are different. It also is asserted that the arts
promote creative thinking, which is seen as a key to discovery and change, even
though it is only in the last century or so, a flicker of time in the history of our own
species, that artists and art critics have shown any interest in novelty. While
cooperation and creativity may not necessarily be functions of art, one has to
wonder why our distant hunter-gatherer ancestors created art and why the practice
of making and viewing art has persisted over tens of thousands of years. In this
brief presentation I argue that the function of art through much of human history,
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ending, arguably, with the Renaissance, was to build and sustain strong and large
kinship systems. Art required intergenerational cooperation, in the sense that the
young had to cooperate with older kin to acquire the skills necessary to produce art
and art encouraged cooperation by calling attention to the obligations of kinship.
Drawing upon the vast ethnographic record for evidence, one example would be the
rock art of the Australian Aborigines which described events in the lives of the
dreamtime ancestors, thus outlining a roadmap for the way their living descendants
were to behave.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
My work, while not involving a program, utilizes the following concepts:
 Practice One: it is always Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and
People. It also promotes intergenerational dialogue and interaction.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. My work is interdisciplinary, involving both
biology, anthropology, and culture, it deals with universal themes and it is aimed
at promoting dialogue.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. I attempt to integrating the arts with
complex, life lessons.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. I attempt to influence readers to reflect
on feelings, thoughts and new information.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. My work is always crosscultural and encourages collaborative, cooperative action.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. In my work, relationship building and
processes have priority over projects and products.
What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
What gives me satisfaction is being involved in the process of teaching and of
watching students learn. This process requires not only an imaginative teacher, but
also a thoughtful, responsive and an adventurous audience willing to think critically
and evaluate cherished assumptions.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
I reply to some degree on teaching evaluations, although I have found that good
teachers are likely to be both loved and hated. I also rely on program evaluation,
both process and outcome, that involve the use of many sources of data, including
ethnographic interviews, quantitative surveys, and archival data. Qualitative data is
always collected face-to-face, often one-on-one, but sometimes in focus groups.
Quantitative data may be collected in written format or through interviews for low
literacy populations. Typically for my own projects I hire an outside evaluator as
they are likely to be more objective. This objectivity tends to please the founders
and if the evaluator is good, it is more likely to get you an interesting and
information evaluation.
Kathryn Coe has a PhD in anthropology and evolutionary biology and currently is
faculty at the University of Arizona. She lived for 14 years in South America and
Europe and has conducted fieldwork with tribes in the coastal rainforest of Ecuador,
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the Upper Amazon, the Ecuadorian remote highlands, Mexico, Spain, and in US.
She has published a number of scientific papers on the arts and is author of a book,
The Ancestress Hypothesis, which addresses the role that visual art played in the
evolution of modern humans. She draws upon biological, ethnographic and
archaeological evidence to support her hypothesis.

Dr. Kathryn Coe presents a salon in the community concerning her book
“The Ancestress Hypothesis-Visual Arts as Adaptation.”
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Participant Narratives:
CYCLES OF LIFE

 Mitch Menchaca, Arizona
Commission on the Arts

What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and cultural engagement?
In my role, as Director of Local Arts Development with the Arizona Commission on
the Arts, I am given the opportunity to work with community arts and cultural
engagement. The Arizona Commission on the Arts is the state arts agency and is an
official branch of state government. The Commission provides grants, these grants
support arts activities in urban centers and rural communities, preserve the rich
traditions of Arizona's ethnic communities, support arts education and connect the
arts to other areas of learning, encourage participation in the arts by people with
disabilities and by citizens of all ages and support the professional artistic growth of
Arizona's arts organizations. In addition, the Arts Commission provides assistance
to individual artists through grants and technical assistance. The Local Arts
Development Program works in partnership to conceptualize, research, design and
implement programs that have a long-term impact on a local level in underserved,
ethnic, rural and emerging communities for organizations and individuals; and to
develop programs to impact the work of the local arts agencies around the state.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Arizona Commission on the Arts
Phone and/or email: 602-229-8229; mmenchaca@azarts.gov
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts is having social and developmental changes taking place alongside
artistic outcomes. Examples of these changes might be the addressing of
community issues, the development of new skills, increased communication and
networking, or self-representation of the community to themselves and to others.
It can be a range of initiatives undertaken by artist in a collaboration with other
community members to express identity, concerns and aspirations through the arts,
while building cultural capacity and contributing to social change. Cultural
engagement provides opportunities for community members to experience the
practice, celebration, and demonstration of culture. Experiences can be fostered
through a variety of performances and presentations, it allow the community to
experience the visual and performing arts as well as social and entertainment
events. These programs serve to enhance the community’s climate and social
environment by providing opportunities for cultural interaction.
Abstract:
Life and death play a part in everyone’s existence. The way we live life and how we
are brought through the cycle is different for everyone and every culture.
Communities share these passages through different experiences; some choose to
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let celebration of life and death to be silent, while some choose to celebrate with
gusto.
The arts and art-making play a role in the cycles of life, whether it is the
community coming to together to create a mural to honor a member of the
community or gathering together in a festival like setting celebrating the dead in
cultural traditions like Dia de los Muertos.
Communities can also come together and use the arts to help heal. In the wake of
9/11 people came together at ceremonies, assemblies and other gatherings to
pray, sing and to create artful expressions to honor those lost on September 11.
Today, community memorials are being erected across the country to symbolize the
important and efforts of those who helped save lives and those who lost their lives
five years ago.
With tragic events like September 11 or everyday passages like the loss of life, it
creates the opportunity for gathering. With these gatherings, small or largely
attended, these ceremonies bring people together and create an opportunity for
community arts and cultural engagement.
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Participant Narratives:
CYCLES OF LIFE

 Marco Albarran, La Calaca Cultural Center
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am a publisher, artist, writer, community advocate, and founder of many Latino
cultural arts initiatives. My first experience and involvement in cultural arts goes
back to 1983, when a group of friends invited me to perform in a theatre group
called “Teatro Ensemble de Aztlan.” Our involvement in community, schools and
small theatre spaces gave me the impetus for my professional and artistic
involvement in the community. In 1986, I was elected as the president of ASUMecha, a student organization that opened for me many opportunities to initiate bicultural exchanges with cultural artists from the state of Sonora, Baja California and
Jalisco in Mexico. In 1993, I started “El Quinto Sol” a business that promotes ethnic
art, language, and literature through workshops, lectures, presentations, classes,
and consultations, thus serving to widen the understanding of the multiculturalism
of Latino-Indigenous communities in and out the U.S. In the same year, I founded
and published a multicultural magazine called “Zopilote” which opened as a forum
for expressions and opportunities for many writers, artists, and cultural associates
from all over Latin America. It ceased publication in 2000. As I was ending the
publication of Zopilote Magazine, I founded and started another on-line cultural
newsletter called “Zopilote News” which is still being distributed for free to
thousands of subscribers all over the world. In 2003, I founded an art organization
called the Arizona Coalition of Latin American Artists (ACLAA). It served Latino
artists as a vehicle for exhibiting, promoting, representing, and forming networking
opportunities. By September 2004, because of the necessity of furthering the
expansion to other arts, ACLAA changed its name and mission to the Calaca
Cultural Center, thus broadening the scope and mission to include all Latino and
Indigenous cultural arts disciplines. The Calaca Cultural Center is moving forward in
its plan to become a statewide cultural center and network, preserving and
promoting Latino and indigenous artists of all disciplines, and enriching all the
communities of Arizona.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Calaca Cultural Center. A non- profit
Organization
Phone and/or email: marco.albarran@calaca.org
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
I remember my grandmother telling me that everything in life was intertwined
together, Its strands were fused by life, not breakable but bendable. It is difficult
for some of us to separate the definition of Community Art and Cultural
Engagement as both of them are intertwined by the everyday strands of life.
Community Art goes beyond a product, beyond what an artist creates, expresses or
defines as a cohesive voice. In the world of everyday activities, the taquero (taco
maker) perfecting the techniques of making tacos, a zapatero (shoemaker) defining
the styles to his son or daughter, or the paletero (Popsicle seller) shouting the word
”paletas” as he strolls through the streets, they all could well define those strands
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that my grandmother told me about. For me community art is what is being created
daily, and the engagement done through the process.
Abstract:
Life and death and its celebrations through art… For millenniums, Mexico has gone
through the passages of life as described in the frescoes left in the pyramids, the
clay figurines found at the many ancient sites, and the oral stories being told
everyday by our elders. From birth, Mexican culture has given us specific
predetermined expectations of what life is, of what and how it is connected to the
ancient stories of our relatives. Bautizons (Baptisms) Quinceñeras, and the
celebration of the Day of the Dead are just some of the examples of how Mexican
culture uses those life passages as a continuous cycle of life. Many Latino artists
here in the U.S. celebrate life through the creation of contemporary ideas, yet still
use many of the ancient symbolisms, colors and cultural connections as it
reconnects to the expressions of the significance of life itself.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
When applied, my artwork, writing and various forms of expression use some of the
Nine Guiding Practices for Community Arts in the following way:
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. All of our
events in some way or form are inclusive of family participation, which including
parents, and siblings.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. There are community driven themes where
wider participation is created, group themes were only some people may be
participants, and individual themes, were its creation only touches on a few may
“get-it”.
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. 1st Friday “Esquina Latina” concept of
participation through all the arts which includes, poetry, dance, theatre, music,
arts and many other mediums as incorporating the experimental.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. Integration of Kids Zone at community and
events. To help youth know about the concepts of arts and life as they learned
the meanings of cajita and altar making.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. ASU-West Community art projects.
Student participation on issues that are controversial yet humanistic.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. Encouraging artists to initiate
community driven projects as a team rather than individually.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. Informing artists and expecting
openness as they form art with community expectations, yet keeping individual
expressions whole.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. Yearly participation, youth interaction, and
community education in the arts promote a continual relationship between all
parties.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. Diversity festival participation, city wide collaborations,
day of the dead celebrations.
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What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
Satisfaction comes when the participants, artists and community members interact
with one another. When the communication between the creative and the receptive
is open, becoming one, understanding the symbolisms of all. Success comes with
smiles.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
Assessments come in many forms and ways, but we know as we receive the emails, the verbal comments, the participation of the public, the expectations of the
artists.
Marco Albarran strongly believes in the promotion of diversity and community
development. He believes in the implementation of arts and culture into community
programs and projects. He also believes that all people can reach a sense of social
and cultural balance through the arts. He really enjoys giving people positive
messages, and educational experiences that create interaction and understanding.
As an artist, his art reflect simple images, and ancient colors. “As a child I was
strongly influenced by traditional ways as I walked through the small calles of
“Guanajuato”, in Mexico. There, the vivid colors, aromas and the diversity of every
day life, prepared him for the life at “la frontera,” the Mexican border, and gave him
the energy for life on the other side of the border. His art reflects ancient
indigenous beliefs and ways of life, and incorporates the power and expressions of
spirituality. One major theme of his art is closely connected to the Dia de los
Muertos, a tradition of many thousands of years in Mexico. His altar and ofrenda
installations, includes found and natural materials prevalent in many of the Mexican
traditional celebrations. As an artist, he strives for the opportunity to express my
Mexican traditions and culture.

The Calaca Cultural
Center supported
Maquilapolis:
Corporations,
Justice and the
Border, a public art
collaboration between
the ASU West Campus
and the Lincoln Center
for Applied Ethics
during April 2006.
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Marco Albarran, Director of the Calaca Cultural Center, creates one of his ofrendas.
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Participant Narratives:
CYCLES OF LIFE

 Fatimah Halim, Rites of Passage
What is your role in the community and how long have you been doing this
kind of community arts and culture engagement?
I am the Executive Director of Life Paradigms, Inc., a non-profit organization that
focuses on the mental, emotional, cultural and spiritual development of women and
girls. Several programs are in place under the umbrella of my organization that are
designed to meet these goals. (www.ghettogirls.org). I have been actively involved
in cultural and arts education in the Phoenix area for over 26 years.
Life Paradigms, Inc. was created in 1996 and received its non-profit 501©3 status
in April 2000. The organization was created for the purpose of educating and
empowering women of color spiritually, mentally, and emotionally and to create an
awareness of the importance of cultural competency. The mission of Life Paradigms
includes building a new generation of women of color who are aware of their roots
and cultural treasures, and who are acutely in tune with the precious worth of their
bodies, their ability to accomplish great things, and who take seriously the
responsibility for their sexuality and individual gifts.
Organizational affiliation if appropriate: Life Paradigms, Inc. A non profit
Organization
Phone and/or email: harlemite221@msn.com
How do you define Community Arts and Cultural Engagement?
Community Arts is that which is born from the bosom and soul of the people of the
community. It cannot be manufactured, it just is. Community
Arts is an organic process: the artists, as an integral part of the community, are in
touch with and understand the needs of the people, on a deep, spiritual (or
ancestral) level. Through their love and compassion for the people, they create
artistic mechanisms in which healing, self-empowerment and celebration are
realized. The life-stories of the community and the people in the community are
illustrated through music, dance, storytelling, visual arts, and theater which
metamorphoses into Cultural Engagement: the active involvement in the process of
creating opportunities, developing and showcasing talents and uncovering the
myriad of nuances of a culture.
Program Title: Rites of Passage
Abstract:
ROP is a unique leadership development program specifically designed to prepare
adolescent females, ages thirteen to seventeen, for a successful transition into
womanhood. The program places an emphasis on cultural, mental, emotional, and
spiritual development. ROP is culture and gender specific with classes tailored to
meet the needs of girls of African and Hispanic heritages, respectively. The
curriculum is designed to address each girl's unique characteristics and the
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challenges young women face in today's society. Our goal is to instill a sense of
self worth, integrity, and cultural awareness in each participant.
ROP classes are held weekly for five hours on Saturdays for 15 weeks. Each
ethnic/cultural art and education class is two hours long. Traditional dance classes
are held each week for one hour.
Volunteers, who are professionals in their respective areas, are recruited to instruct
the classes. All instructors are women of African Heritage and Latinas, respective of
the program. Upon completion of the program, a Rites of Passage Ceremony is held
for the participants. The families of participants and members of community are
invited to grant permission to the participants to move to their next stage of
development and to celebrate the progress made by the participants.
Reviewing the one page attached “Nine Guiding Principles for Community
Arts,” how does your community arts work utilize these concepts within
your programming?
 Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People. The Rites
of Passage Program targets adolescents, however, the parents and community
play a large role in the success of the program. A Council of Elders is in place
that lends advice and direction when needed and the overall community is
involved in the celebration process as demonstrated through the Rites of Passage
Graduation Ceremony.
 Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. Visit website for listing of classes that
illustrate this principle. http://www.ghettogirls.org
 Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. African and Aztec Dance and ethnic
arts are critical components to the program. Creative writing and storytelling are
also components of the program. Participants’ visual arts projects are exhibited
during the ceremony as well as the performance of their ethnic dance.
 Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. As part of the Legacy of African
Women/Latinas component, participants must research at least two women or
occurrences from their culture’s history. They must then write a report and
present this report to the class.
 Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. A talking circle is held during the Rites
process and monthly circles are held following the 15 week program.
 Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. When programs are run
simultaneously, several Latina and African American classes are combined in an
effort to create a respect and understanding of the cultures. A combined retreat
is also held.
 Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. ROP targets adolescent girls. An
orientation meeting is held prior to the start of program to familiarize parents
with program content and to determine whether the program is appropriate for
their child. Many of the participants are referred by their teachers.
 Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. A one on one relationship is built with each
student and instructor. The talking circles and follow-up monthly sistah circles,
which include parents, are designed to build and maintain relationships between
girls and parents as well as Rites instructors and staff.
 Practice Nine: Celebrative. Exemplary program: Fatimah Halim and Rites of
Passage
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What gives you a feeling of satisfaction in the work you do in community
settings once you complete a program? And how do you know you’ve been
successful?
My satisfaction comes from seeing the attitude of the girls change. Many of them
come into the program not liking themselves or their people. Many of them have
never associated with their people. I enjoy seeing friendships develop, but the
most satisfaction comes weeks and sometimes months later when the parents (and
sometimes teachers) say that their daughter(s) have changed for the best. That’s
when I know we’ve been successful.
What types of assessment tools did you use, and in what way?
Pre-post Tests; Journals; Verbal surveys
Fatimah Halim began her professional life in New York City as back-up singer for
Laura Nyro and recorded with Jimi Hendrix with her brothers, The Aleems, as a
member of Ghettofighters. As a writer and storyteller, she traveled to Africa,
Europe, the Caribbean, Brazil, the Bahamas, and throughout the American South
studying her art and performing her stories. She has also toured, as a storyteller,
with the late Rosa Parks, Mother of the modern day Civil Rights Movement.

The arts are one of the primary means of examining and exploring
self during the reflective process of the Rites of Passage.
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Fatimah Halim has spent many years exploring the Rites of Passage for young
women of all cultural backgrounds. For 10 of those years she has facilitated
these Rites of Passage ceremonies for young girls of African descent.
**********************************************************************

Carmen DeNovais, Judy Butzine and Melanie Ohm, founders of the Cultural Arts Coalition,
would like to thank everyone who has given countless hours to creating this collection of
essays on community and the arts, expanding the definition of “Community Arts in Dialog
and Action.” This 10-month public participation process gave voice to all who attended
the planning and development gatherings. THANK YOU!

Judy Butzine
jhb6@mindspring.com

Carmen DeNovais
Zarkmask@msn.com
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Melanie Ohm
modinha@cox.net

The Cultural Arts Coalition of Phoenix Arizona
Nine Guiding Practices for Community Arts
Practice One: Participant Centered and Inclusive of All Ages and People.
Programming is responsive to, even directed or initiated by, the participant community.

Practice Two: Issue or Theme Driven. Programming deals with themes that have a
universal focus and promote dialogue and/or creating a rich, interdisciplinary learning
experience in safe community settings.

Practice Three: Experiential and Expressive. The environmental setting, the sense
of place, engages children and/or adults in active learning and participation, drawing on a
full range of communicative media: storytelling, writing, literature, dance or movement,
theatre, music and visual arts.

Practice Four: Holistic and Authentic. Participants encounter ideas, events and
materials in meaningful contexts with complex, life lessons at the heart of the learning
process.

Practice Five: Reflective and Evaluative. Arts programming provides opportunities
and vehicles for participants to reflect on feelings, thoughts and new information, as well as
a means for community organizers and participants to evaluate themselves, others and the
effectiveness of the process.

Practice Six: Social, Collaborative and Democratic. Programming encourages
learning in a social-cultural context, preferring cooperative over competitive approaches to
achieving goals and creating a shared space for meaningful work with a collective purpose.
It is about understanding self in relation to others and community.

Practice Seven: Developmentally Appropriate. All programming is age
appropriate, following child and adult development guidelines and providing learning
environments that enable all participants to create connections between content areas and
understand context as well as absorb content. Learning experiences involve investigative
processes, self-monitoring and problem-solving skills that engage higher-order thinking.

Practice Eight: Relationship Oriented. Relationship building and processes have
priority over projects and products in the development, implementation and evaluation of
community arts work.

Practice Nine: Celebrative. Participants are recognized and honored both individually
and collectively through community celebrations.
The Nine Guiding Practices are the result of a public participation process involving more
than 50 artists, educators, and community activists during 2005-2006 in Arizona.1
When using these guiding practices for building and evaluating programming, it is important
to understand that many, but not all of these practices, will be present in a single project.
Over the course of a longer program or initiative, all of these practices may be evident in
different aspects of the work. Note that this is also a work in “process” and is expected to
transform through our dialogs about community arts practice, as well as modify to serve the
goals of local communities and initiatives.

1 For more information on the Cultural Arts Coalition, please see http://www.artscare.org/cac or
contact: Melanie Ohm modinha@cox.net; Judy Butzine jhb6@mindspring.com; or Carmen Guerrero
zarkmask@msn.com
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